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ABSTRACT 

This thesis investigates how female-headed households soIve their housing needs. Housing is an 

important resource for them: first because women spend more time in the house and home 

conditions are of great concern to them because these determine the time and difficulties in 

fulfilling their domestic reçponsibilities and, second, because the home is the site of production 

and economic activities that help increase women's low incornes. 

The mdy is based on the analysis oldifferent women's lives in three different neighborhoods in 

Medellin, Colombia. This is a qualitative study aimed at providing insight into household 

patterns, and determining housing alternatives. 

The prevalence of female-headed househo!ds varies greatly among countries, particularly in the 

developing regions, and, in ment years, these have emerged as the subject of social concern. AS 

the availability of data increases it becomes clear that these households are heterogeneous and not 

a uniform goup (as previously assumed) in ternis of marital status, life cycles and socio- 

economic conditions. For this reason, theu heterogeneity needs to be taken into consideration in 

policy formulation. 

Cette thèse étudie les stratégies déployées par les femmes chefs de ménage a faibles revenus en 

matière d'habitation a Medellin, en Colombie. Le logement représente une ressource importante 

pour elles: d'abord parce qu'elles y passent une partie importante de leur temps et que la 

condition du logement les affecte directement dans la réalisation de leurs obligations 

domestiques. Ensuite, parce que le logement est aussi le lieu d'une activité économique qui 

permet à ces ménages de disposer de revenus suppiémentaires. 

L'étude se base sur i'expérience de femmes vivant dans mis  quartiers pauvres de la ville de 

Medellin. Elte évalue, en termes qualitatifs, les similarités et [es différences des stratégies 

d'aménagement de l'espace domestique qui existent a ['intérieur de ce groupe de femmes et 

propose des alternatives aux soiutions acheIles en matière de logement. 



L'importance des ménages ayant une femme à leur tête varie grandement selon les pays, plus 

particulièrement dans les pays en développement. Les implications saciales de ces ménages ont 

été l'objet de nombreuses recherches au cours des récentes années. La disponibilité grandissante 

de données permet maintenant d'établir que, contrairement aux idées jusqu'ici admises, ces 

ménages forment un groupe hétérogène tant en ce qui concerne leurs statuts matrimonials, que 

leurs cycles de vie et leurs conditions socio-économiques. L'hétérogénéité de ces ménages doit 

être prise en considération dans la formulation de politiques d'habitation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. OUTLME OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 

Gender is an important factor to consider wfiai studying housing in developing conntries. 

ïherefore, it is imporîant to look at households, speciaüy those of low-inwme groups, to better 

understand their intenial dynamics and îhe impact of urbanization on such aspects as 

transfomations in family structure, survival sirategis, and patterns of employment 

Households structures are intrinsicaily relateci io the economic participation of its membersl, 

domestic cycles,' and social conte- as weii as other factors. ïhey are a complex array of 

relationships and elements dealing with economïc, sociai, cuItural and political conditions in 

which strategies for silrvnlal are developed, Changes in gender roles, migration, housiog 

shortages, and sociai obligations have d t e d  in an increasing percentage of households which 

are headed by women in most deweloping countries. The global average of such fernale-headed 

households is between one-third and one-fifth of dl househol&' and these arc commonly 

assurneci to be poorer than other types of households. Yet, the* are many ciifferences in age and 

composition within this p u p  of households that are not well wvered in the existing Merature. 

notwithstanding the fact that these household sûuctures rnay change several rimes in the course of 

a life cycle. 

Women have uaditionally been engaged both in domestic labor and social reproductios and m 

recent yean they may have increased their participation in income-generating activities as well. 

' Chant. 1991. 
Gontalez de la Rocha. 1994: 84-85. 
' One-third is proposed by Schlyter. 1988: 11; while Sylvia Chant suggests a one-tifth based on Vadey's 
figures which indicate that kmale-headed househoIds at a worid scaIe are around one-fiflh of al1 
households. Varley bases chis number on regional averages h m  United Nations data of the pen'od 1971- 
1982 and refined previous estimates that placed the total around one-thii of household See Chant. 1997: 
10. It is also important to d o n  that given the prevaiiing socio-economic and ailturaI dive* wïthin 
and between countnes. households definitions lack uniformity. and it is not easy for rrsearcfien to quantify 
them. In fâct. the definition of household head dso Mnes for each study or caws, thercfore an 
underestirnation of the pmponion of households headed by women may be possible. 



This is r e f d  to as the triple rolc of women4 The rising cost of consumable goods means chat 

women usually have to appiy pater effort to housework spend more t h e  planning me& make 

more îqmt trips to buy food and other item in small quantities as circumstances permik and 

even make clothing th& would n d y  be purchased in the market. In poor uttan 

neighborhd, the madequacies in services and inhstructure are associacd with addiaonal 

pressures king placed on women. They may, as weli, receive l e s  medical d o n  and 

educatinn due to cutbacks in public expenditine on heaith and education while they assume 

respousiiity for caring for sirk individuais within the household With regards to housing, they 

may rely on rend accommodation because it offers a wider variety of choices for iow-income 

groups. 

Although general snidies seem to mdicate that fernale-headed households reinforce the concept of 

the "feminization of poverry", some authod mdicate that poverty is not necessady a cause or a 

feature of fernale headship. This popular concept has been linked to the idea that these households 

are at a disadvantage for havhg fewer wage earners, for having an inferior s m s  in the Iabor 

market, and for having diffidties in baiancing employment with childcare, ceSuIting in part-the. 

infmal jobs. These jobs, in tum, imply diminished economic resources and fewer possibilities 

to overcome their starus as dependants 

i-iowever. a closer look at &an areas has reveaied some reasons why fanaie-hdcd households 

art wr always poorer than households headed by men in the same social suara. For example. 

fimale-headed househoids usuaily have more than one wage m e r  - either because their older 

chiIdren work, or because they tive in mtended households - or are single-parent households 

who have fewer members, therefore. dependency burdens are lower and pa capita incornes 

higher? These reasons neeû W e r  investigation. As Sylvia Chant argues: 

The facr is rhar fernale-headed househoidr m y  no1 mm out ro be poorer rtum male-hradcd 

smrciures when the anaiysis of inna-hotlsehold factors such us per cqpim eamings, iniro- 

homehold resource distribution. expendiirure patterns and so on ore taken tnto accourir., This, in 

tum. indicares the importance of erercïsing caution in respect of absnacttng gender f i m  ILF 

household contexr Indeed blanket assumprions about the poverry of female-headed houîehoii 

' Moser. Caroline. "Women, Human Settiemems, and Housing: a Concepnial Framework for Adysis and 
Poiicy Making" in Moser and Peak 1987: t3-14. 
' Chant. 1997; G o d e z  de la Rocha. 1994. 

Variey, Arin E-mail to I. Resnepo. 17 ûct. 1999. 



are not only open maceurate, bbur nm the danger of obscuring the fact that women may suffi- ro 

an even greater degree as mem6ers of male-headed snucrures. 

in this thesis, then, survival and housing strategies help to identify areas of need for policy 

developrnent, and these same mtegies help us to understand how families withstand the 

pressure of declining wages, shnnking ernployrnent, rising pnces, housing shortages, and cuts in 

social services. 

The area of female-headed households and housing is related both to gender studies and to studies 

of human settlernents and urbanization. Gender studies have grown considerably over the last 

years,8 and fernale-headed households have become a toppriority target group for social policies 

aimed at reducing exmme poverty in Latin America, However, because of their special 

characteristics, they require policies that consider more than the merely quantitative aspects of the 

problem. One e.uample of these would be to look at how tasks are organized and shared within the 

household, including the excessive workload of wornen who m u s  handle paid ernployment and 

household responsibilities at the same tirne. The situation becomes critical in these countries 

where social welfare systems are nonexistent or inadequate. Policies must also take into account 

the fact that households in this category are heterogeneous and perhaps face a variety of 

dificulties; for example, the head of the household rnay be an elderly widow, an adolescent 

mother or simply a middle-aged woman with srnall children. 

This thesis, then, aims at capturing and understanding the critical role that housing and other 

comrnunity characteristics such as life cycle, incorne, and tenure, play in the living conditions of 

women. It is intended that it will enable a more accurate determination of which housing 

problems women experience. For example, evidence reveals that female-headed households tend 

to live in rental  accommodation^ The opportunities for ownership are very limited and the main 

' Chant 1997: 23-24. 
8 The estabtisbent of the United Nations Decade for Women (1975-1985) resulted in paralle1 research 
agendas. Undenaken predominantly by women they were concerned with WïD (Women in Development) 
and GAD (Gender and Development) which were seen as separate areas of anaiysis. Therefore, for rhe Iast 
20 years there have been research on gender-blind, Wiû-focused and GAD-focused ideas. Moser and 
Peake, 1994: 1-3,lO. 
9 Gilbert and Varley, 1992; VarIey, 1995: 174. 



source of home-owneship is self-heIp accommodation in irregular settiements. However, in 

many cities, there are major constraints on the supply of land and building materiais, and the cost 

of land access is rising faster than incomes in most developing countries. Therefore, the only 

alternative may be to rent accommodation or to share housing with kin." 

One more reason why these households favor rentat housing over self-built projects may be that 

these households oflen lack an adult male. and women do not usually work in the construction 

industry where people acquire the skills for building their own home. However, these households 

are also found living in peripheral areas where women acquired or built the house with a former 

partner or sons old enough to help her with its construction. tt is thus very important to ask 

whether the household acquired the house before becoming a female-headed household, or iF help 

and resources to build a home came h m  members of an extended family. This study wiil provide 

an opportunity to explore the main factors afEecting women's housing decisions, their 

participation in rend  accommodation. and the quality of the space in which these households 

live. 

1 3.  RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

There is an underlying tendency to pornay female heads of households as "either victims or 

heroines"" according to their roles in the context of low-income housing. Women are portrayed 

as victims of the state. their husbands, and male leaders, while they are viewed as heroines in 

carrying out their responsibilities at home, and in their mle of adding social networks and 

community impmvements. it is important to avoid these dichotomies, and to present alternative 

pictures of women and their relationship to [ow-income housing. Based on this assertion, this 

study explores the following: 

Whar ore &male-headed households housing strategies? Is rental accommodation rheir on& 

alternative? How do fëmale-headed homehoidr participate in improving rheir housing situoliorz? 

Is their rype of housing and renure the result of income cons~ainrs? Have women been able [O 

improve their living conditions d e r  a period of yeurs? 

'O Gilbert, 1983: 452. 
" Neither Victirns nor Heroines is the tide of an article wrinen by Ann Varley about wornen. land and 
housing in Mexican Cities. Thini World Plannmg Review, 172 (1995): 169-182. 



To identiQ the different housing strategies of poor female heads of households in Medellin, 

Colombia. 

To provide insight into femafes' adjument patterns with respect to accommodation in the 

urban setting. . To document female-headed households' housing alternatives in poor sealements. 

To determine what kind of women opt for renia1 accommodation. 

1 5.  METHODOLOGY 

This study focuses on female heads of household, who can be defined as women with or without 

a parnier, who are the sole or main income contributor to the household. Two different, but 

complementary, approaches were the rnethodological basis of this research: a) review of primary 

and secondary sources; b) detailed field study of selected settlements. 

The first part of this research reviewed literatwe on women and housing in Latin America. The 

second part examined a survey of women and their rote in housing in Colombia (Cardona 

Dalmazzo and De Suremain, 1994). m e r  investigations were also analyzed, such as, one study 

of Inquilinutos (rooming houses) in MedeIIin (CEHAP 1993), and the households and housing 

statistical yearbook (SISBEN. 1997). AI1 these studies provided upto-date information about the 

housing situation in low-income neighborhoods at city-wide scale. 

Based on the previous review, three settlements were selected according to the following criteria: 

Different geographicai location of the settiements: Two on the periphery, and the other in the 

central area of the city. The latter has a hi& rate of rental housing according to municipai 

estimates. 

Ease of access to the neighborhood. Most poor neighborhoods have their own policies and 

groups that control the access of newcomers who arrive specificaIIy to conduct a study or 

survey. 



1.6. SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 

This thesis examines housing of female-headed households in Medellin, and it is limited to the 

analysis of their present situation regardiig survival and housing strategies. The study is limited 

to an understanding of how women solve and meet their housing needs, and the use they give to 

their houses and its surroundings. This study, however, is concerned only with the way women 

are affected by the house and the settlement within the framework of three neighborhoods. 

These settlements are intended to cover both the periphery and the central area of the city. The 

selection criteria of sampies and case studies were intended rnainly to detect cases of rental 

accommodation. However, sorne female horneownen and sharers were also included in the 

survey to complement the findings. 

This thesis comprises six chapten organized as follows: 

Chapter One comprises the introduction, the objectives, and rnethodology of the thesis. Chapter 

Two reviews literature relevant to this study and presents general notions about uban household 

types, and about women in Latin America. Chapter Three provides the literature about Colombia 

and describes specific characteristics of female-headed households in the country. Chapter Four 

introduces the field survey; it descn'bes the rnethodology and presents a detailed analysis of the 

socio-economic and housing situation of female-headed households in Medellin. Chapter Five 

presents the findings in the settlements. Chapter Six surnmarizes the finding, and provides 

conclusions and reflections on the subject. 



The following is a review of literature on the changes in gender relations and roles caused by 

urbanization and development processes. New economic demands, industrialization, and 

modernization brought about new opportunities for women to break with their traditional work 

mode1 as housekeepers and child raisers. These changes led to a transformation in household and 

family composition, and turned women into primary consumers of al1 forms of housing" 

To understand the meaning of gender, 1 wiil address Caroline Moser's definition of gender in 

Women. Human Settlements and ~ousing,'' in which she explains the differences between sex 

and gender: sex is a biological concept used to identiS, what is biologically important but 

different between men and women, gender is defined as a social concept used to identifj the 

differences between them as social beings. [t also refers to the relationship between both men and 

women, and their different rotes in society. 

The United Nations' Decade for Women, 1975-1985, played a crucial role in creating an 

awareness and discussion of women's social and economic issues, such as their relationship to 

human settlements. The particular needs of women and undiscovered patterns of women's 

participation and decision-making in the household, such as land tenure, farnily structure, income. 

and access to services and infiastnichire turned gender into an important demopphic variable. 

and a factor in development theories that researched how to match sex-specific needs and 

sustainable development. 

tt is important also to mention the debate of the concept of women's needs. Researchers have 

divided women's needs into two categories: practical gender needs and strategic gnder  interests. 

This distinction was first conceived by Maxine ~olyneux,'' who argues chat it is important to 

distinguish between two interests: First, practical gender interests such as the need for clean 

" McClain and Doyle, 1984: 3-5. 
13 Moser and Peake, 1987: 6. 
1.8 inter-American Developmenc Bank, 1995: 9- 1 1. 
Molyueux introduced the concept to assess women's natus in Sandiiista Nicaragua, concluding that more 
p u n d  had been gained in practical gender needs than in specific gender uiterests. ( 1985: 232) 



water, housing, or heaith care (specific Brcum~tances) and, secon& strategic gender interests that 

are the stmggles of feminist groups to stop women's subordination Moser elucidated these two 

categories by stating that meeting women's practicai needs w d d  aileviate women's day-today 

burden but did Iittle to challenge womea's subordlliatioa" In an asternpt to reconcile both 

concepts, the Inter-American Development Ba& propsed to recognize the distinction between 

the nvo types of needs but avoid their caiegorization as either good or b d  It suggested the use of 

these tenns as analyticd tools that should be applied to the extent they are uses and then put 

Demographic changes and historical development of households that have taken place over recent 

years have been promoted by rapid urbaaization. tnùdeniizacion and technological change. 

notwithstanding cultural changes. To understand households' structure and funcbon. it is 

important CO place them in the social, political and historical contexts of their specific region or 

culture. in this case. Latin Amena. Although it is dificuit to draw one pdcular  Latin Ammican 

women's profile. since historical, cultural and economic issues are d i f f m t  in every country in 

the are* there are. however. shared elements that deai with the urbanization and economic cycles 

such as similar patterns of urbmization c l m w x i d  by urban primacy. extendeci poverty. and 

the coexistence of informal and formai miployment. Demographic shifk, such as decreasing 

fdlity," mortality rates, and longer life expectancy have also d e n  place and m u t  also be taken 

into account l8 

The economic crisis of  the 1980s imposed considerable social costs on the region, particularly on 

the poor and the middle classes.'9 Today, the overall ecanomic ciimate is improving, but massive 

'' C. Moser considen the distinction betwcen ptactical and nrategic gender needs usefiil to correct the 
assumption that meeting women's practicai needs automaticaily furthen women's mategic ne&. And as 
she writes "in many comexts there is resistance to cbanging the existing saniai division of labor within the 
househoid and the division of responsibihy between men and wornen in issues reiating to human 
senIementsw. ( 1987: 19-3 1). 
l6 inter-Amencan Development Bank 1995: IO. 
" In the 1980s the average annual growth rate was 2 2  per cent and it was expened to mach 1.9 per cm in 
the 1990s: in addition, the nurnber of chiIdren per w o m  would have declined fiom an average of 5.9 in 
1950-1955 to 3.6 in 1985499û witb the iowest fdlity rate king found among urban educated women 
United Nations 1995: 9. 
" Economic Commission for Latin Amerka and the Caribùean, 1995: 69. 
l9 The 1980s have been caiIed the "Lost Decadew of Latin America because of the severe economic crises 
and the subsequent stnicniral adjustmems tbat wiped out the improvements reached in the previous decadw. 
creating -ter inequity in the distribution of incomq a gteater stùft to the infonnal m o r  and a massive 
but unequai enuy of women into the economic and social pmçesses. According to the World Bank the 
percentage of the population living in poverty increased fiom 22% in 1985 to U% in 1990. (World Bank. 
1993; Stren, 1995; Inter-Amerïcan Development Bank, 1995: [Ml). 



poverty remains embedded in the ma, and tremendous inequalities make clear the absolute 

necessity for social reform. One of the most dificult areas to address is the persistent inequality 

berneen men and women which translate into inequities in the burden of responsibilities, the 

degree of participation in developmenf and in the enjoyment of benefits. There is, however, no 

doubt that there has been an enormous impmvement in the mtus of women and in their 

contribution to development in Latin America. Compared to several decades ago, women today 

are better educated, can expect to live longer and healthier lives, and have fewer children; the gap 

between their income and chat earned by men has narrowed. However, there is still an unequal 

distribution of power and women are the most significantly affected group. The work and 

responsibilities of women have been intensifie4 whiie at the same time the resources to perform 

their tasks have been denied." 

One important feature Latin American women have in common is the "invisibility" of several 

important aspects of their lives, such as domestic work that is neither counted as work in official 

statistics, nor figured in policy calculations. Furthemore, women's contribution to agricultural 

production and sectors of the informa1 economy (primady home-based production) are a h  

generally underestimated. Other factors negatively affecting women's iives are: theu lack of time. 

their removal fiom policy making, their difficulties in gaining access to credit and legal rights. 

services and land, One last factor women share is the image of passivity imposed on them. 

However. they are active both collectively and individually, and at the political, social, economic 

and cultural level. With these factors in mind, it is possible to examine the central issues in the 

analysis of the family: the relationship between the social process of production and reproduction. 

kinship, and the family structure. 

Women as housing consumen should be involved in sex-specific policies devised to match their 

particular d e s  and needs. They should be included in projects regarding land and housing, 

household structure, income, access to services, and infiastructure, since women are still 

stniggling to find a place in which to create the self-awareness of a more rewarding life for 

herself. her children and her family. However, regardless of the fragmentation of the traditional 

family type in First and Third world countries, the physical boundaries of housing and the social 

and architectonic appmaches to housing creation have changed very little?' In addition, the 

Moser, Caroline. "Women, Hurnan Settiements, and Housing: a Conceptuai Framework for Analysis and 
Policy M a h g "  in Moser and Peake, 1987: 12-22. 
" Dandekar, 1993: 840,333. 



impact of rnacro-level changes on households' composition, and households historical changes on 

society as a whole, have not been studied in dep&." 

This situation may be explainecf utilizing the concept of patriarchy and the existent built 

environment where wornen's access to housing is restricted by their relationship to males (father, 

husband, son). In Women and planninoLS Clara Greed States that the problem is patriarchy, while 

affinning that the actual built environment is the produa of male planners, ptivate developers. 

economic and social policy makers among other theorists and trend setters who are projecting 

ont0 urban society theu perceptions of how physical space should be. However. litmature 

addressing the specific a r a  of she1ter and women remains very lirnited. One exception is 

Women. Households and change," where Eleonora Masini and Susan Stratigos presenr a range 

of studies that expand the undentanding of women's contribution to development and the 

obstacles they face in receiving benefits. The issue of shelter is critical for women since it 

provides security, safety, and resources that enable them to cope with their responsibilities within 

the household. 

2.2. MIGRATION 

Migration is one of the main factors respansible for the growth of non-traditional households in 

Latin ~merica." Women are increasingly predorninwt in rural-urban migrati~n.?~ but the studies 

concerning the phenornenon are generally descriptive rather than analytical. The examination of 

some of the reasons behind gender-selective migration would lead to a better understanding of 

how gender is fundamental to the urbanization process: defining female migration as a specific 

subject would Iink this event with the process of social change and the incorporation of female 

labor in urban labor force. 

23.1. Place of Ongin 

In Latin America, there are three types of migration: ml-rurai, nuai-urban, and urban-urban. 

Many researchers study only nrral-urban migration. however, it is also important to take into 

-- . .- 

Masini and Suatigos, 199 1: 4. 
'3 Greed, 1994: 18. 
" Masini and Sttatigos, 199 1. 
'5Chanf 1997 i l .  



account that part of the migration to urban centers that takes place in stages fiom ml areas to 

intermediate centers, and then to large citiesg 

The living and working conditions of women in rural areas is particularly important to 

detennining the factors that affect rural women. The socio-economic conditions which prevail in 

their place of origin may determine the nature of migration. This is the case when there is a 

scarcity of employment opportunities in nual areas, and inequality in paid labor in agricuttural 

activities. The hypotheses stated by UNESCO" to explain women's migration to cities refers to 

the destruction of the family as a productive unit when the technological and modernization 

production of food crops replaces traditional modes of production. The result is that oldest 

daughters must enter the labor market, in many cases in the city, where they are no longer a drain 

on family resour~es.?~ 

This migration is described as a household strategy in which the mobility of some family 

members underscores the role of the household as a socioeconomic unit that organizes resources, 

including labor, in order to accomplish its productive and reproductive taskm V A  Lawson 

argues this concept of strategies moving towards a feminist approach by recognizing the 

variations in household composition in the following way: "Wornen's household headship. 

whether through non-matriage, separation or widowhwd, must oflen entail wage-eaming activity 

in the home, but ofien for different reasons than those that occur under patriarchal conmls in 

many male-headed households.'"' 

223. Place of Destination 

The growth of Latin American cities is the resuIt of the concentration of business and 

administrative activities in these centers, As a result, the propottion of women participating in 

the labor force may vary widely between the counmes as well as in an intra-country level. In rural 

areas, the potential for finding employment is higher for men than for wornen. resulting in a 

'6 Lawson, 1998: 39-53. 
Flinn, William. "Rural and hm-Urban Migration in Colombia: Two Case Studies in Bogoia' -. 
LMESCO, 1978 

19 Chant, 1997: 14; and Lawson used 3 case studies (1) Calca (Peru) where she found that one thud of the 
eldest daughters had migrated compared to onIy 14% of sons, (2) in the case of Bolivia, she fotmd that 
aImost hdf of the unmarried women benveen the ages of 16 and 20 had migrate4 and (5) in Mexico. the 
atriarchai gender relations have changed in the Mexico-USA migrations. 

'O Miicer. 1978 ; Kan and Stark, 1986 ; Radcliflé, 1991 as eited in Law- 19%: 41. 
3' Lawson, 1998: 13 



larger proportion of fernale rurai-utban migration, Women work in informa1 jobs where incomes 

are low and Iabor protection laws are not enforced. They are absorbed principaily as dornestic 

servants which is a very important employment alternative m Latin America. Migrants are 

sornetimes able to get free of domestic work, depending on the nature of theu relationship with 

destination families, who may assist them in gaining education or a better job. 

According to ~ern~er ,"  the effects of urbanization on family life and the acculturation of 

migrants to the city involve three interrelated factors: niral backgroun4 urban destination, and 

personal attributes of the migrants themselves. In her study of a Mexican cornrnunity, she found 

that the quality of interpersonal relationships within migrant families had been affected by 

urbanization. Husband-wife and parent-child relations improved as women reinterpreted their 

roles, and children grow up in a more independent environment. 

23. BEYONû THE NUCLEAR FAMiLY 

Household organization is an important topic for mdy, since it links the social processes of 

production and reproduction. Conventional typologies of households usually divide them into 

nuclear and extended households. A nuclear household consists of a married couple and their 

unmarried children, or a single parent and unmarried children, whereas an eeended household 

comprises. in addition to a nuclev family unit, a broader set of kin, and sornetimes unrelated 

individuals. Households can be extended borh venically and horizontally. For instance, a three- 

generation household made up of an older mamed couple, with their son and his wife and 

grandchildren, comprises a variety of vertically extended households. A horizontal extended 

household, includes two or more brothers and their wives and ~hi ldren.~~ 

However, it can no longer be assumed that a Tamily" is a unit composed of father, mother and 

children living under the same roof, d e r  it is in a state of evolution that reflects a nurnber of 

world-wide trends. Families now reiy on extended families in which some members look after 

children and perform dornestic chores, and families are headed by wornen for a variety of 
34 reasons: an increase in the percentage of mariages bat end in divorce, a gradua1 increase in the 

" Kemper, "Tzintzunnan Migrants in Mexico City." -. 
j3 inter-Amencan DeveIopment Bank, 1995: 5-6,38. 
Y Litentuce differentiats two types of females who head households: defacto and de jure. The term de 
faco female heads is used to refer to wamen who head househot& on a temporary basis while husbands or 



elderly population, and an increase in the proportion of women in the labor force. All these are 

important aspects that affect a family's structure and organization, elements that are key to 

making sure that services match the needs of family members. With respect to family stnicture. 

the stability of family relations is subject to more tensions in poor sectors than in other socio- 

economic strata, owing to a number of factors. For example, male migration in search of work 

often places greater economic responsibility on the wife, and in some cases on young children. 

Another factor is the growing trend towards more egalitarian participation by women in social, 

economic and political Iife that challenge the patriarchal models of domination. 

According to the Inter-American Development ~ank?' two changes are wonh noting within the 

family: First, presswes resulting in family breakup due to changes in the existing patterns of 

activities, and second, an altered balance of power within the home when women begin to 

contribute to family eamings while also being exposed to elements outside the home as a result of 

participating in the community's social programs. There is evidence that it is impossible for poor 

families to survive on a single income, therefore strategies for survival rely. fundamentally. on 

women. One of these strategies is the incorporation of poor women into the labor market although 

it varies according to the composition of family groups (that is, those living with a pamer and 

with small children participate least). 

Women are essential cornponents of domestic groups since they work hard in order to pool 

incomes and stretch the contributions to the household economy, they are active members in the 

provision of resources, and usually supplement their spouses' incomes and contributions through 

their participation in Iow-income a~tivities?~ Most women face the challenge of perfonning a 

diverse set of responsibilities and roles. They are mothers, workers, and o k n  active members of 

their communities with responsibilities in cultural, religious or politicai organizations. They are 

responsible for holding their families together and for stretching swce  resources. They 

participate very actively in the conversion of those incomes into the production of goods and the 

provision of services necessary for the subsistence of their families. Women are also important 

for the existence and persistence of the household: "It could be argued chat a household without 

men, either a male head or sons, can go on, but households without women cease to exist."" 

p m e n  with whom they continue to have a relationship are away workllip. Dejure, refen to wamen who 
are not living with or receiving economic support h m  a male parmer. (Chant, 1997: W. 1995: 39). 
3' inter-American Development Bank, 1995: 38. 
j6 Gorizaiez de la Rocha, 1994: 28-30. 

Gonzalez de la Rocha, t994: I61. 



Furthemore, there have aiso been changes in previous patterns of women7s participation in the 

household, such as the withdrawal of girb or young women fiom school so that they can take 

over dornestic chores and allow their mothers to w o k  

2.4. FEMALE-HEADED HOUSEHOLDS 

In recent years female headship has emerged as an increasing social phenornenon, in both 

developed and developing counaies. As the availability of data has increased. it has become cIear 

that households maintained by women are common, and the possibilities of headship among non- 

manied women differs across countries depending on cultural and social constraints on women's 

autonomy. The factors that affect the economic condition of these households are: the marital 

status of the woman, the social context of female leadership and, lastly, her access to productive 

resources and income. These women also experience additional constraints in achieving their 

d e s ,  since they usually predominate in unskilled occupations, earn lower wages, and are not 

protected by social services, making it impossible for them to participate in low-income housing 

projects. Application and selection procedures Iack gender awareness in terms of income level. in 

proofs of employrnent stability and advertising methods. Women heads of household have larger 

roles to play in decision-making over housing; as a resuh, housing oflen receives greater attention 

than it does when men are or were in charge. From this profile, it is clear that women's 

involvement in housing decisions depends upon the s p e  of household unit to which they 

b e ~ o n ~ . ~ ~  

There are a lot of discussions on the extent to which available statistics accmtely reflect the 

prevalence of female headship. The United Nations acknowledges chat available data 

underestimates the incidence of female headship, since actual rnethods of data collection in most 

countries assume male headship unless the femaie head is living alone, or if there is no adult male 

present in the home. Besides ihis, given the prevailing socio-economic and cultural diversity 

within and between societies, gender roles Iack uniformity across counmes and it is not easy to 

quanti@ the responsibilities of female heads explicitly, Bearing these points in mind, the analysis 

does not reflect adequately the dimensions that the concept of "headship" is assumed to reveal. 

31 Chan4 Sylvia. "Domestic Labor, Decision-Making, and üwellïng Consmiction: the Experience of 
Women in Queretaro, Mexico" in Moser. and Peake. 1987: 33. 



The increasing proportion of fernale-headed households is one of the fastest growing trends in 

demographic change th& is taking place in the structure of households in Latin America. In most 

of the countries of the region, a woman heads at Ieast one out of every five urban household~.~~ 

These households mainly comprise two dominant groups: the first are single mothers and their 

families, and the second consists of elderly women living alone3 resulting in part fiorn the aging 

of the population and the greater longevity of women who tend to forrn new unions less ofien 

than meti. Another factor that rnay have contributed to the increase in the percentage of these 

households is the greater instabiIity of unions, migration, war and civil unrest. However. women 

in these two p u p s  have in common the responsibility of assuming the role of chief decision- 

maker, protector, bearer of famiiy burdens and provider. Such households usuaily have fewer 

working members, more dependents, a Iimited resource base and more responsibilities 

concentrated on them. Therefore, there seems to be a close Iink between poverty and female 

headship, in addition to social, cultural and religious attitudes that segregate them fiorn society." 

Women on the Third World are l e s  likely to be Iiterate than men, it therefore cornes as no 

surprise that women have fewer job opportunities. A high percentage of economically active 

women are empIoyed in the informal sector and casuaf Iabor which is typically low-paid. low- 

skiiled, the-consuming, and hazardous. 

Since women usually have limited economic, social and educational resources available. it is 

usually assumed that female head of households are in an unequal position compared to mates 

and that this may generate negative effects on the welfare of the family, particularly children who 

may be deprived of sufficient resources when they live in this type of household. A substantial 

segment of female-headed households cannot count on a permanent male resident contributing to 

household income. This inflicts a heavy economic burden on women who have the responsibility 

of maintaining the househoid. The situation is critical in developing counmes where social 

welfare systems are non-existent, inadequate or barely reach women. The marked increase in 

poverty in the region during the 1980s was reflected in a larger number of indigent households 

headed by women. Benveen 1980 and 1992 the percentage of urban households headed by 

women increased in ten out of twelve counnies. Emerne poverty, particuIarly in urban areas. is 

most apt to be a pmblem among households where there is no male partner and where the female 

39 Economic Commission for Lalin America and the Caribbean. 1995: 69. See also foomote 3. 
U) Vecchio, Nerina and Kartik C. Roy, 1998: 2. 
'' ibid 10. 



head must eam an income to support the household, in addition to performing the housekeeping 

tasksl' 

However, this viewpoint has been questioned by several authors such as Varley, Jackson and 

~çhkolkick"~ who showed that househoids headed by women have poverty levels very similar to 

those households headed by men. In a study in ChiIe, Schkolkick found that the percentage of 

households headed by women is not significantly higher in pmr homes than it is in more afiluent 

homes. This study revealed the discrepancies of the heterogeneous nature of these households and 

forcd mearchers to investigate in a more detaited level the different stages in the family life 

cyc~e." This life cycie is one of the rnost important forces providing a dynamic fmtwwork for 

understanding the differences among urban poor households, and demonstrates that household 

structure is not a fixed condition. Taking into account the presence of other family members in 

the househotds, and their contribution to earnings, the economic handicap of households headed 

by women varies over the course of the family Iife cycle. Although young female heads of 

households with children under five are at a disadvantape, in homes where one or more of the 

children work, the famiIy income is not necessarily less than in households headed by a man. 

Nevertheless, it is important to consider that households headed by young women living on their 

own with small children require specific types of childcare programs, white in households where 

the female head is an oIder person, young mernben tend to sacrifice their schooling in order to 

support the fmily.45 

'' ibid 25. 
"~chkolnick, 1992 quoted in Women in the Americas, 1995: 40. 
?le domestic cycles have ken divided in three stages : (1) the phase of expansion which lm h m  
rnaniage until the completion oftheù h i l y  pmcreation ; (3) the phase of dispersion which begins with the 
marriage of the Est child and continues until aII the children are married ; (3) the phase of replacement 
which mm when the youngest child remanis to take over the family esfate and ends with the death of the 
parents. and the replacement in the social suucnrre of the fhmily. (Fortes I962 quoted in The Resaurces af 
Povertv, 1994: 20-28). for M e r  understandmg of the family life cycle, [ recommend chapter 3 "uie 
Domestic Cycley' in Gonzaiez de ia Rocha's The Resources of Povertv. 1994: 79-102, 
J I  Machado suggests that the expIanation for the incorne in women-headed households coma from child 
work, or through a system of interchange of favon with neighbors or extended famiIy, or h a ü y  through 
work in the infonnal seaor. And a h  states that these households generalIy have fewer children or no 
children registered at schooi, (being wone for girls) comparing with man-headed househo1d.s. 
Machado, Leda MV. " The Froblems for Woman-headed Households in a Low-income Housing Program 
ui B h i "  in Women. Human Settlements and Housine, 1987: 55-69. 



2.5- POLICES AND LAW - THEIR IMPLICATION FOR WOMEN 

Two major assumptions underlay the formulation of housing policies: F h t ,  income as the 

primary basis for assessing the housing needs of family units, and second the notion of the 

nuclear family as the most cornmon household stnicture.J6 Furthemore, women have been 

traditionally at a disadvantage resulting fiom patriarchal ideologies conceming private property. 

Through these social and economic practices, men create inequality and social hierarchies that 

allow them to control al1 decisions and determine the priorities of the family, while women, who 

are the primary users of housing, receive liale social or economic security. They have to combine 

child rearing, housekeeping, income generation and a subordinate role in budget dlocation, that 

may result in important implications in determining priorities and their possible conm'bution to 

comrnunity development. 

Another factor that testricts women's parîicipation in paid employment is illiteracy. It Iimits 

women's scope of employment, health facilities, access to other services, and legat and 

constitutional rights. Even though policy maken rarely recognize the multiple roles that women 

play in society, the importance of placing women's housing issues in a developrnent context can 

create the possibility of using shelter as an entry point for self-irnprovement. 

The house becomes both a means and an end. Having a house is not only a means of swvival, but 

it also offers the opportunity for women to exercise more control over their living conditions with 

dignity. ïhey undertake most of the household duties (cooking, rearing children) and ofien a 

income-generating wotk (agiculture, i n f i  tasks). Therefore, women's development depends 

also on shelter provision for home-based workers who are an important category of laùoring 

women. Even though they are engaged in a variety of activities, there is no recognition of such 

enterprises. 

Eventually, women face barriers in obtaining admission to assisted housing. PubIic housing 

authorities establish admission &ria48 to determine who is eligible and who is unabie to comply 

with the obligations. if new implementations of laws and policies were fixed, women wouid gain 

access to d e ,  decent, and afEordab1e housing of their choice. 

* Dandelcar, 1993: 13. 
" Moser and Peake, 1987; Dandekar, 1993: 217-252. 



In d a n  environments, macroeconomic refonns affect the population. Budget cuts in basic 

services, high rates of infiation, unemployment, and drastic reductions in living standards have 

had an impact on a large proportion of the population. This economic crisis and structurai 

adjustrnent programs prompted women to enter the workforce. This trend has been observable in 

both urban and rural areas, but is more marked in the former, especially in the larger metropolitan 

areas where currently "over half of the women aged 25 to 34 years are economically active.49 

However, policies established to dirninish the crisis effects have affected men and women 

differently. First, the effect of policies have been to iiicrease wornen's need to participate in paid 

production to provide or supplement the family income, and second, the amount of time that 

women dedicate to unpaid work has expanded. For these reasons, women's contributions to 

overail economic growth, especially poor households, have been critical since men's economic 

contribution to the household has not been sufficient to cover the needs of the household 

members. In this context, women's work is essential for the household's everyday Life and the 

survival of its members. 

Most women and men in poor settlements share a common situation characterized by poverty. 

oppression and exploitation. There is considerable instability of occupation, and rates of 

underemployment and periodic unemployment are hi&. For example, in a Colombian mdy. the 

data showed only an approximate representation of the different ways in which men and women 

were integrated into the econornic processes of cities. It revealed: (1) a combination of several 

different kinds of activities at the same tirne, and (2) the performance of odd jobs, doing one thing 

one day and the next day another, with intervals spent looking for workm5' 

In this context, women try to find paid employment, flexible enough to permit them to combine 

labor force participation and performance of unpaid activities such as subsistence production, 

volunteer work in the cornmunity, and domestic work. They have, in principle, two alternatives: 

to enter the labor market where the supply of unskilled labor is much p a t e r  than the demand. or 

to try to subsist through some kind of self-employment?' As a result, they tend to concentrate on 

48 in Jamaica, where ahost 40% of households are femaie-headed, 75% of working women were not 
eligible for housing loans because of their low official incarne. ( S c h m i i  1985) 
"9 Economic Commission for Latin America and the Cmïbbean, 1995; 78. 
" Bohman, 1984, 
'' ibid 



occupations which demand a good deal of manual expertise, where "feminine attributes" are 

highly valued by employers. It is accepted however, that this type of employment has genera!Iy 

been limited to low-paying work, and offers few opportunities for advancement, while 

emphasizing discrimination, stereotyping, and segregation of wornen. In addition, their economic 

contribution to the household is not equivalent to women's subordinate position in the househotd. 

Women work hard and get very few rewards, and their participation in the labor market and the 

generation of income do not give them neither control, nor power. Women's paid work brings 

money into women's hands, but that money is usually spent to satisfy coilective needs." 

[n The Resources of Poverty, Gonzalez de la Rocha suggests that the "differences in the intemal 

arrangements and the income-generating strategies among the households of the sarnple arise 

both from the household's relation to the labor market and from its own stage of development." 

She explains also the existence of different patterns of household employment according to the 

type of occupation of male and female heads. Besides this consideration, the division of labor is 

an ideological component that conditions women's participation.53 

This lack of recognition of women's work -as primary or secondary income-earners, in rural 

areas in agriculture, and in urban areas in informa1 sectoc enterprises- means that their economic 

functions are not identified. "As a consequence ...p lanners and architects fail to appreciate that the 

pattern of wornenTs work differs from those of men both spatially and in the type of employment 

they ~ndertake."~' The assumption that women are involved only in childcare and childbearing 

means that sealement planning does not provide childcare centers, resulting in less remunerative 

activities for women having to work from home. However, in desiping houses architects pay 

littie attention to the need for women to generate an income in the home and the role of shelter in 

women's lives is not taken into account. As Abdi M. Kusow notes: 

. . . [ . O  using is more than jusr un architectural, physical objecr which provides a roof over one's 

head Ir is a concept most adequately defined and explained when situated within the socieral 

dominunt regime of accumuIation and mode of refitution. .. CHJousing acquires a double 

character: On the one hand it k un essential spatial object which sa~isfies a basic social needfôr 

" Gonzalez de la Rocha, 1994: 63. 
" nie ideologicai component dictates the d e s  and behavior for men (as breadwinnen) and that of fmales 
(as domestic workers). Women then, face the contradictory pressures between theu household's need for 
wage and theü husbands or older sons who do not let wives and mother go out and perfom a paid-job. This 
ideology to control women's lives engender men's rejection towards women's work 



shelter. rest and reproduction. In reiarion to the ves) poor women heads of ho~~~eholàs, il ofien 

provides a spatiai base for their incorne-generating acfivitie~."~ 

2.6.1. Women's Participation in Economic Activity 

In Latin Amerka, the percentage of households in which both parents are economically active 

ranges fiom 27% to 43% of ail tweparent households in urban areas. This proportion is lower in 

poor households (fiom 10% to 36%) which may be amibutable to the fact that. typically. women 

in poor households have greater domestic responsibilities, particularly in the area of childcare, 

and fewer resources on which they c m  draw ?O assist them in dornestic tasks. In these households, 

the woman brings in approximately 30% of the household income. This significant contribution is 

critical for its rote in raising many households above the poverty Iine, and in alleviating the plight 

of some of the poorest households, and is observable among ail households (this percentage is 

much higher for households headed by women) where the educational levels of women are lower 

and their opportunities of tinding employment are fewer. [f the income contributed to the 

household by wornen were eliminated, urban poverty levels would rise by 2% to 7%, representing 

a 10% to 20% increase in the incidence of poverty. Thus, one can conclude that in Latin America 

the economic contribution made by women to famity income enables a large percentage of 

households to stay above the poverty ~ i n e . ~ ~  

In contrast to the figures for men. labor force participation rates for women differ markedly. not 

only by age, but also by level of education, socio-economic status and position in the household. 

These factors are related in part to their need to enter the workforce to support the family group or 

to supplement the income of other members, and also to their opportunities to do so which. in 

turn, are dependent on their Ievel of education and the resources available to help them combine 

domestic responsibilities with work outside the household. At al1 income levels, the participation 

rates of female heads of household and daughters exceed those of women who are wives, since 

female heads of household must support the farnily, while daughters do not have the domestic 

responsibilities that lirnit the employment options of wives. 

As a result, changes have occurred in the structure of employment based on sex, especially in 

urban areas and among women with higher ievek of education. The number of employed men 

" Moser, Caroline, m Moser and Peake, 1987: 20. 
s5 Sheriff, 199 1 : 78. 



and women who have cornpleted secundary schod and higher schooling has tended to approach 

parity. Nevertheless, îhere are stiIl distinct differences between men and women in the 

employment scenario. These differences are reflected in the unequal distribution of men and 

women throughout various sectors of economic activity, and in different occupational categories, 

professions and trades. The distribution of economicalty active women reveals a high 

concentration in the service sector (60%80%), with a low percentage in manufacturing (15%- 

25%) and a lower number in the primary sector. At present, in the region's urban areas, around 

40% of women work on their own account as unpaid, relatively unskilled family workers. or as 

domestic employees?' 

Statistical data concerning wornen's participation in paid employment also change based on the 

type of household -nuclear or extended- and by marital status. Women might receive suppoïi for 

housework from other household mernben when living in large or extended households where 

kin, particularly female kin such as mother or sisters-in-law, can provide a wide range of 

domestic work including childcare. Manied women are more likely to work in income-generating 

activities if they live in extended households, although the differences are ofien small. For 

formerly rnarried women, on the other han4 the work rate is higher than those living in nuclear 

households. Therefore. it coutd be stated that for women, the presence of kin in the same 

extended household might be an important factor in encouraging labor force participation if they 

are currently in union?' 

2.6.2. Women's Work and Child-Rearing 

When matemal employment means long hours away h m  home, with linle help for childcare, an 

overall negative impact on chitdren can be expected- Matemal work outside the home wouid 

reduce time available for a rnother to spend with her chiIdren. Mother's work might affect infant- 

feeding practices and the nutritional status of children, especiaIly when they are young. However, 

there are studies that question these assumptions and suggest that women's paid work increases 

the overall family income. which benefits ail family members, including young children?' 

Moreover, the studies state that more of women's income, compared to men's income. is spent on 

56 Economic Commission for Latin America and the Cariibean. 1995: 73. 
YI lbid : 87. 
58 United Nations, 1995: 78-79. 
s9 Tucker, 1989; United Nations, 1995: 72-73. 



child-oriented expenses such as food, cIothing and ed~cation.~ There is also the possibility that if 

a woman lives in an extended househoId, her responsibilities for work and child rearing may not 

necessarily conflict because other people in the household can help with child rearing. The 

overall prevalence of women working while having at Ieast one young child varies arnong 

countries, according to the fertility Ievels, to institutional factors and cultural attitudes towards the 

labor force participationd' 

Evidence suggests that the dissolution of marriage increases the need for women to earn money. 

tt indicates then, a high labor force participation among fannerly rnarried wornen who are likely 

to be the chief contributors to the family income. This tendency is stronger when they live in a 

type of household where they cannot expect support from household members other than their 

own childrend2 

Differences in work rates by marital statu are also measured, Women who are currently in union 

are generally less IikeIy to be engaged in income-generating activities. The highest rates of labor 

force participation tend to be observed for women formerly in union, particularly those divorced 

or separated. Nearly 70 per cent of such women are currently engaged in paid jobs. And the 

proportion of wornen working among fomeriy married women is more than double that arnong 

currently married wornen in some counmes such as Bolivia, Colombia, Guatemala and ~exico .~ '  

Econornic activity rates for unmarried women are generally higher than for manied women. 

which suggests that the dissolution of rnarriage increases women's needs for paid occupation. For 

emple .  as cited in the United Nations, Sathar and others (1988) indicate that "a majority of 

working women in Pakistan are widowed, separated or facing great financial needs in the 

household." tt can therefore be stated that this marital breakup leads to deciines in the economic 

well-being of women and children, and this fact has given rise to the formulation of family 

policies to support poor single-parent families, in particuIar those with young children. These 

policy interventions include a variety of mesures such as dlowances for families with dependent 

children, education grants for chiIdren and provision or subsidies for public housing. For 

example, in the United States, Aid to Farnilies with Dependent Children (AFDC), a cash 

Engel, 1989; Tucker, 1989. 
'' United Nations, 1995. 
" Ibid: 49. 
" Ibid : 74. 



assistance program airning to support single-parent families, was created in 1935. In developing 

countries, however, there are fewer welfare programs for women and children. 

2.7. WOMEN AS COMMüNITY MANAGERS 

The ability to socialize is a h  affected by households' socio-economic situation. The scarcity of 

means, daily subsistence problems, inadequate housing and overcrowding have a direct impact on 

chifdren's nutrition, health and education. These factors have an indirect effect on families by 

limiting their sociaiization capacity. It is through the family that individuals are integrated into 

network of mutual assistance based on links such as kinship, proximity and geographical or 

ethnic origin- These networks play a very important role in the subsistence strategies of the poor. 

Households do not act in isolation; and the urban household is not an isolated unit which has 

becorne completely nuclear and private. Studies of the Iife of the urban poor have demonstrated 

the extent to which the day-to-day reproduction of poor households relies on networks of social 

exchange? These networks (close kin, friends, and neighbors) remain one of the most important 

toois for survival in the city and provide not only emotional support, but also important contacts 

and economic help. They help peopte mipte, establish residence, find a job, and meet 

subsistence needs. This social exchange can be of goods and favors which are of a different 

nature. These reiationships and the capacity of the household to develop these, are fundamental 

for the economic and social well-being of the members of the household. 

2.7.1. Social Networks 

Social networks are not of the sarne nature or of the same utility in al1 households. lndividuals 

have different social reiationships for different fields and different purposes!5 People do not see 

and relate to the same individuals for d l  activitieq: as well, networks can differ according to 

differences in the household. A couple has a commoi! social network formed by the families of 

both sides. Apart fiom this, they have their own networks corresponding to the different 

Bohman I984, GonzaIez de la Rocha, 1994: 213. 
65 AS noted in nie Resources of Poverty the different types of nenvorks have been referred as tshorÏzontal 
telationships" when reciprocity is the basis of the social exchange. Conuary to the vertical lines of social 
exchange which are characterized by unequa1 exchange (relations of exploitation patron-client or those 
which î i i  d a n  inhabitants with political parties and govemment)- 



economic niches in which men and women opetrite? Men's networks are mainly with work 

mates, with whom he spends most of his t h e  and with whom he stiares the redit.  of work; 

women's networks tend to be local networks, and are found among neighbors and close relatives. 

Their netwarks focus on everyday subsistence: the care of chitdren, performance of domestic 

tasks, gifi exchange, a portion of a dish, exchange of children's cloches and many others. 

Women's networks are localized in the neighborhood and only extend furttier when close 

relatives live in other areas of the ciiy. They are community organizen. human rights advocates, 

feminists, mothers, environmentalists. peasant and. to a lesser extent. women take part in their 

community as governrnent ministers, judges, and state officiais. 

2.7.1. Kinship 

Kinship plays a crucial role as a principle of social organization in Society as a whole. Co- 

operation within such fernale networks may serve as a safety net in times of crisis, and rnake it 

possible for people to survive harsh or dificuit conditions ovw long periods of tirne. In the search 

for alternative solutions CO everyday emergencies. women have moved outside the domestic 

domain and have formed groups which organize collective activities. These experiences imply a 

change in the way that the daily tasks of maintenance and reproduction are carried out. The urban 

domestic unit is an integral part of a broader mutual support system composed of kinship and 

neighborhood networks. niese necworks are activated and maintained by wornenhousewives. 

even though ehey have to attend to the needs of al1 members of their families and those of the 

neighborhood. 

Mutual assistance networks function on an everyday level, representing a stability in the 

structuring of urban social relations in daily Me; its importance grows as it involves more people 

(depending on the length of time they have lived in the city or neighborhood). However, not al[ 

city dwellers are deepiy involved in networks of informal relations, and such networks ate not 

aIways stable and predictable. tt seems that "the situations of most e m m e  poverty and 

uncertainty are ihose associated with the absence of aetworks that provide a sense of 

be~ongin~.'"~ Households headed by women, especially single-mothers rejected by theu relatives, 

or those househoids whose membes do not have tiw with neighbors and fiiends of the same 

b6 Young and Moser, 1982 ; Benena and Rotdan, 1987 quoted in Gonzalez de la Rocha 1994: 215. 
67 Inter-American DeveIopment Bank, 1995. 



economic and social background, b u s e  they have been taken out of their rnost immediate 

social context, present the worst cases of poverty? 

2.73. Community Mobiiiition 

In Latin American cities, the inadequate provision by the state of housing and Local services has 

resuIted in an open confrontation as people organize themselves to acquire land h o u &  invasion, 

or else place direct pressure on the state to allocate resources for basic infrastructure. This process 

of acquisition of land, and basic infrastnicture services such as water, elecmcity, sanitation. ruid 

roads, as well as social services such as schools, chics, and reiigious centers drives people 

towards politka1 participation in which women play an important role.@ 

Studies have indicated that wornen are active participants in urban movernents and politics. 

Therefore, in the process ofpersuading the authorities to allocate the desired services, women are 

often effective in lobbying and organizing community participation, in spite of the time- 

consuming nature of their dornestic duties. Age aiso limits some women's ability to participate 

but those with very young chiidren have the greatest dificulty. Finatly, through women's 

participation and mobilization conventional assumptions and cultural noms are being challenged. 

By transforming conventional living and working arrangements, wornen acquire skills that give 

hem bener access to econarnic oppominities and seif-reliance, increase their independence and 

take greater responsibility for their own ~ives.'~ 

2.8. WOMEN'S PARTICIPATION M THE PRODUCTION OF HOUSMG 

In some countnes, women participate in the construction industry but the general pattern is that 

they are exciuded fiom the sector- However, in ment years, women have begun to participate in 

the design process despite cultural restnktions. For exampie, the role of women in the production 

of housing in Fim World counmes is a very elaborated industry that comprises three forms: fim. 

6a Ganzalez de la Rocha 1994: 21 1327. 
69 Massolo, 1992; Varley, 1999; G o d e z  de [a Rochq I994 

Evidence can be found in case studies in Nicangua Vance explains how women mobilized mund issues 
in sectors such as heaith are, education and housing ; in S n  Lanka Fernando shows how women were 
encouaged to participate in projects and hally, in Ecuador Moser revecils that hW meetings pmmoted 
informa1 discussions oCtheir reiatiouskiips giving women the confidence to inmase their independence. 



women play an advisory role in agencies concemed with housing, second, women produce 

housing and, third, non-profit organizations created by women develop new housing." These 

roles are complemented by the efforts of women architects, planners. academics, and business- 

women who use their professional skills to facilitate the production of housing for women. 

In Third World counmes, however, women's involvement in the construction industry is below 

IO%," a very low average since the construction sector offers significant contributions ro 

economic growth in developing countries. The sector employs a large proportion of labor force 

and helps in the acquisition of skills. In these countnes, wornen experience oppressive conditions 

based on cultural backgrounds which encourage gender segregation that l i i t s  their participation 

and competence in the market. Not only do they lack training and education in the sector 

activities, but aiso they have little access to information about housing markets, loans. and 

opportunities in community planning, and management. 

Nevertheless, in sorne African c ~ u n t n e s , ~ ~  women's participation occun ar a non-professional 

level, self-building is considered the nom. and wornen can be found building their own homes. In 

this context, the response of women in housing production indicates a willingness and an ability 

to meet their own needs, suggesting that policy makers and governments should support and 

facilitate women's access to housing production. In addition to yielding a product that h a  an 

immediate benefit, housing production makes women more confident and enables hem to bring 

about development for the country, their families and themselves. 

Even so. direct participation in the construction is not the onty way women may participate in the 

production of housing, Women should aiso be included in the design process. the policy making 

and community planning because shelter plays rhree basic d e s  for women:'' 

Moser, C. and Linda Peake, ed. Women. Human Settlements, and Housing New York and London : 
Tavistock 1987. 
f l  Basolo, Victoria and Michelle Morlan. "Women in the Production of Housing: an Overview" in Shelter, 
Women and Develo~ment. ed. HemaIata C Dandekar. Am Arbor: University of Michigan, 1993: 168- 
177. 
r- CeIik, AIiye P. 'Women's Participation in the Production of Shelter" in Shelter. Women. and 
Develo~ment ed. Hernalata C. Dandekar. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 1993: 199-207. 

Women participate directly in the housing c o ~ c t i o n  in A6nca Two books are case snidy of women 
and construction: AM Shlyter's Women Househotden and Housina Strateeies. The Case of George, 
Zambia, and Anita Larsson and Vien Larsson's Tradhionai Tswana Housine. A mdy in four villages in 
eastern Botswana '' Miraftab, Faranak "Shelter as Sustenance: Exctusionary Mechanisms Limitîng Women's Access to 
Housing" m Shelter. Women, and Develo~ment. ed. ~emalata C. Dandekar, A& Arbor: University of 
Michigan, 1993: 23-233  



It is a nexus of social bonding: Women migrants look to d e  close to people fiom the same 

rural point of origin, and it is through their neighbors thai new migrants leam about city Iife. 

In this context the social d e  of the neighborhood is criticai in the establishment of networks 

of support for women's daily work. 

It is a place for reproduction: Traditionally, women are responsible for the case of the home 

and the raising of children. Women spend more time around the house and usually spend 

more income on impraving the housing conditions than male-headed families. 

It is a place of production and economic activities: Often. women's production at home 

becomes an extension of their domestic activities, which is not seen as "productive ~ork." '~ 

Women must combine child-rearing with income-generating activities. For this reason, the 

home has traditionatly ken  a place of work for women, This is enough evidence for these 

points to be considered in programs since the composition of households is changing, and 

possibilities to acquire affordable shelter are rare. 

Women also play an important role in the upgrading and impmvement of their communities, and 

bear the burden in the provision of low-cost infrastr~cture.~~ However. their existing contributions 

to settlements' development and management have been ignored, and their potential contributions 

have been hindered. Basicaity, traditional attitudes and nereotyping have been the causes of this 

denial? There are, however, two clear reasons for this pattern: (1) Women's contributions to the 

development are channeled through the family or the community and are mainly concentrated in 

the informai sector and (2) There are many cultural constraints conceming the involvement of 

women in the development of shelter and infiastructure. The women's conmbution is otien 

confined to the improvement of the family shelter and of the infrastructure of the immediate 

neighborhood. 

As a consequence, there is iittle reference to the employment of women in the construction sector. 

In addition to a Iow level of participation in the sector, female participation in construction is 

concentrated in a n m w  range of occupations, and these have the lowest wages. Constniction 

work is often considered a male domain while traditional attitudes consign women to the 

househofd. Besides this, women's employment in the sector is Iimited by their lack of training in 

fields related to technical or professional jobs. They derive theu income by undenaking activities 

'' Ward, 1990, Schlyrer, 1989: I47. 
76 Costa, 1987 as quoted in Habitat. 1989 
n Habitat, 1990. 



such as canying water, bricks, Stones or sand, digghg and cleaning, or trading building 

materia~s.'~ 

2.9. WOMEN, SERVICES, AND MFRASTRUCTURE 

The social services and the physical infkastncmre that women need in their homes and in their 

neighborhoods are related to culture, race, and to their responsibilities for sustaining the family. 

The fact that many women now have to work outside the home, by choice or necessity. ha. 

affected women's needs for services inside and outside the home. Their ability to rneet the 

responsibilities for domestic Iife has been limited by inadequate transportation, long distances 

between the home and workplace, and by the lack of convenient services such a s  shopping, health 

care, and child c m .  According to a report of the World ~ank. '~  there are four ways that 

infrasaucture investment can benefit women: ( 1 )  Through reduction of women's work burdens. 

(2) By raising their productivity Ievels, (2) Through opening opportunities to participate in public 

life. and (4) by providing employment. 

In other words, the right kind of infrastructure reduces women's burdens h m  reproductive and 

home production responsibilities. Access to clean water and sanitation, rural roads, and electricity 

directly improve women's health and reduce the time they spend in home-based activities such as 

collecting water, fuel and the disposal of waste. Indirectly, it is noted that poor roads and limited 

public transportation impede m a l  women's access to teacher training, while Iack of access to 

local health facilities connibutes to high rates of materna1 monality, and time devoted to caring 

for sick family members. We can conclude, therefore, that infrastructure services are cenual to 
80 economic growth and to improvements in living conditions. though it is important to identifj 

two types of infiastructute: a physical infrastructure and a l e s  tangible one related to social or 

institutional services:' 

There is an awareness that the settlements in the peripheries of major cities are filted with poor 

women. They have children and housekeeping responsibilities, as well as financial ones. The 

location of these settlementï, then, result in using time for mvel that could be devoted to their 

a Habitat, 1990. 
n Buvinic, Mayra, Catherine Gwin, and LÏsa M. Bates, 1996. 

United Nations, 1990: 1. 
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personal needs, if services and infrastructure were more gender sensitive. In addition to water 

supply, sanitation, electnc facilities, and service roads, arnenities such as playgrounds, primary 

schools, health and medical services, markets, libmies, recreation centers should be consoli&ted 

to pmvide women with easier ways to accomplish their role in the maintenance of the 

household? 

2.10. LAND OWNSERSHIP 

Landlessness has been one of the main causes of poverty, and it has been demonsüated that land 

opens opportunities and gives access to other fonns of wealth, status and incorne? In developing 

countries, the agriculturai areas have diminished while the number of landless have ken  

increasing, reducing the rural poar to poor urban migrants. The shortage of productive land in 

nual areas is parallel to the shortags of residential Iand in urban areas. While land for shelter is 

not a problem in rural areas. access to residential land in urban areas remains an obstacle to 

Fulfilling the shelter aspirations of [ow-income populations, Urban settlements have not b e n  able 

to accommodate this influx of migrants thmugh formal processes, thus. large p u p s  remain 

excluded from land, housing and public services. 

The problems women face with respect to Iand are closely related to the urbanization pmblems. 

and include the legal restrictions piaced on women conceming access to land, in addition to high 

levels of poverty, illiteracy and the Iimited skills of migrant women and migrant female-headed 

households. The dificulty of wornen's access to {and has much to do with the public sector 

exclusion of the lowest-income groups,&l because of the criteria of ease of repayment. Women, 

especially those who head househohis, seidom have a stable incorne, therefore, they usually are 

not eligible for plots or participation in public housing projects. 

2.1 1. WOMEN AND HOUSMG MARKETS 

Since tenants regard their housing situation as cemporary, many women do not engage in the 

maintenance or improvernent of the house. Ownership provides a home for the household which 

82 United Nations, 1989. 
" Ibid 
s' lbid 



is the women's major aim in housing strategiese5 Ownership gives women the confidence of 

having a permanent place where they can build a supportive social network, Free fkom monthly 

rentd payment and in tuni, the house becomes a potential for generating income through renting 

rooms. Ownership also provides power in decision-making about the house and the household, as 

women gain a certain degree of independence in relation to the other adult members of the family 

group. Ann Schlyter, in her study of women's strategies in Zambia, found that women are usually 

better payen of services than men, and invest a larger proportion of their income in ~uusiniig.~ 

However. ownership is neither the only solution. nor the most affordable one for low-income 

women. Studies reveal that many women rely on rental accommodation. According co Alan 

~ i l b e r c ~  literature demonstrates that the most common form of accommodation in rnmy cities in 

AFrica, Asia and Latin America is the rented room or house: over half of the population of Bogota 

and Mexico City rent accomm0dation.8~ At the lowest levels of incorne, households are forced to 

take any type of accommodation they can afford, regardless of their preferences, life cycie 

characteristics, or source of employment. In this context, the reason many femate-headed 

households stay into rented houses is that they cannot afford to b ~ ~ . 8 ~  Rental accommodation then 

is residual and accommodates those groups less able to own a home? 

The type of household CO which women belong also affects the insertion of women in the housing 

process; gender-blind approaches ignore the fact that household members other than the head 

may have different priorities for housing, and women and children have their role in housing 

improvement?' Full-tirne housewives and those who take on income-generating activities. 

occupy a great deai of tirne in housework and childcare. ïherefore, since management of 

domestic labor is seen as the primary responsibility of women, they have a substantial interest in 

what happens to their homes, 'Wot only is a woman's domestic labor affected by the quality of 

S5 Schlyter. 1988: 147 
86 ibid: 148. 
" G i l b e ~  1983. 
" Gilbert and Variey, 199 1 : [89] 

Varley, 1999; Coccato, 19% 
Gilbert, 1983: 453; Gilbert and Varley, 1991: 91. 

9' Chant. Sylvia "Domestic Labour, Decisionmaking, and ûweliiig Co~tniction : the Experknce of 
Wamen in Queretaro, Mexico" in Women. Human Settlements. and Housinp develops the hypothesis that 
maie control over women's involvernent in household budgeting and housing decisions was a crucial factor 
deteminmg the quality of dwellmgs. She found that rnany women who headed households began to 
improve beir houses onIy d e r  their husbands had died or deserted them. 1987: 33-54. 



housing, but also it is women who are most knowledgeable about the ways in which housing 

might be best improved to increase their e f i c i e n ~ ~ . ~  

However, housing in poor settlements varies greatly. In households where women are allowed to 

exercise a considerable influence over the allocation of bousehold finances, a greater arnount of 

the incorne is spent on the improvement of the dwelling. Women are likely to improve their 

dwellings not only to alleviate domestic labor, but also because they are concerned with making 

their homes as pleasant and cornfortable as possible for al1 of its rnembeis. 

9Z Chant 1987: 40, 



3. FEMALE HEADED HOUSEHOLDS IN COLOMBIA 

3.1. BACKGROUND 

Urban households are important because they help understand the inter-relationships between 

urbanization and the emergence of new household compositions in Latin Amencan cities. 

Analyzing and reviewing the existing data on urban household structure in Colombia leads to a 

further understanding of how women are affected by urbanization trends. 

in Colombia, the urban population represented 30% of the total population in 1938, but by 1985 

the percentage had increased to 70%P3 In the course of these generations major demographic. 

economic, social and political changes have lefi deep marks on the culturai, and social life of the 

country. Colombia changed from a rural to a urbanized society; a period of industrialization gave 

way to an economic crisis, in addition, the drug economy has corne to occupy an important place, 

and there are violent social conflicts. These frequent and sudden and even violent changes have 

profoundly affected the living conditions of women in each clas  of society? 

Migrations are not usually studied according to the migrant's sex. However Mary Garcia ~as t ro '~  

in her study about female labor established that rural women represent a higher percentage of 

migrants than rural men. This process of migration has profound consequences in the lives of 

both rural and urban women. Most migrations may be chanctenzed as "Iabor migration" in 

consequence of the need for income and a desire to buy consumer goads to invest in business and 

education.% Women have relatively Iow rates of participation in agriculturai labor force contrary 

to other countries in AFrica or Asia, thus this need for income-earning opportunhies is an 

imponant reason why women move to cities more in Latin America than elsewhere. 

Nevertheles, this is not the only reason for female migration; it is linked to gender-specific Iabor 

demand in cities and to social turmoil which is specific to Colombia. As De Suremain rvrites:" 

Though precisejïgures are lacking, social and politicai violence i s  also conniburing ta a rire in 

the munber of widows and separated women ar an age rhat is steadiiy gettmg younger. Death by 

93 E M I A  and Corporation Vamos Mujer. 1998 
9J De Suremain in Massiah, 1993: 195. 
95 Gaccia Camo, "Migracibn Laboral Fernenina en Colombia", 1979. 
% Chant, 1993: 121. 
97 De Suremain in Massiah, 1993: 205. 



homicide kts becurne the primary came of male mofaIity. The rates range between three and 15 

homicides a yeurper 1.000 inhabitants depending on the ciry, w-th an amnral increuse of 20 ro 30 

pet cem. 

Violence among men is a major contribirting factor in faaie migration h m  rurai to urban areas. 

And, although many women may be involved in urban migration, women still face disadvantages 

and inequaIity in society; they are subject to coatrol by theu busbands that resnict their 

participation in labor activities due to patnarchai and cultural manipulation. It was not until the 

1980s that community movements were cbaracrenzed by its &man& for civiI and political rights, 

feminism, and labor quality?8 Since then health, education and nuai policies in favor of women 

have h d y  show some results, but among development, poverty and housing issues, there 

temain considerable differences. Researchers and poky makers measure the impact of poverty 

according to households and not according to persons. Poverty is determineci by an evahation of 

minimum living standards called NBI, Unsatisfied Basic Needs and, accordmg to the resuits, 

nibsidies and social rights are planned"rojects may be called "gender-blind" because they take 

no account of gender differences or women's specific nemis. This is often the case of housing 

programs that only recognize men as household heads or those w k e  women are forced to 

demonsirate adequate and regular incornes to quaIify for houshg applications. 

3 3 .  THE "FEMINiZATiON OF POVERTY" 

U h  households and women's roles within thcm have been already studied in Colombia, 

however there remain many contradictions that have to be outlined. As the study of ENDA 

descni  it "tbere is a problem when partial and local studies, and qualitative data show the direct 

relation between femaie tieaded households and pv-, while at a national level, statistics show 

that fernale headed households do not seem to be poorer than those households headed by 

meanlm Therefore, rhe differences between male and fernale headed households cannot be 

established ody through the head of the household, but must include many more &ables. 

The experience of women in poor neighborhoods demonstrates many reasons to question the 

tendency to relate fernale headed housetiolds with poverîy. For example, in some pmgrams in 

Angel Anaad., 19%: Il.  
99 ENDA, and Corporation Vamos Mujer. 1998: 6. 



self-help projects, most women, mainly fernales beads of households, achieved home ownership 

in a shorter penod of time than men.''' This indicates that women may have lower incomes but 

still manage to fiilfiil requirements and payments at a faster rate than men. In other communal 

programs, promoters often describe how women can work, and participate with greater strength 

and desire than men even when having duties that imply more responsibility. This seems to 

indicate that women are abie to utilize "temurces" more eKciently and reach equal or higher 

results than men in similar circumstances. 

Furthemore. discrimination in women's access to health and education programs has diminished: 

however, oppomnities remain unequal for women and men in terms of income, public and 

private participation and employment. If we introduce the sex of the household head as a variable 

to determine Iiving conditions, the results may reveal that female headed households face greater 

dificulties in achieving their responsibiiities because in poorer sectors. women are more 

inforrnally employed and their incomes are less stable. 

Velez and ~aufmann'~' studied housing conditions for women and found the same paradox. "... 
while women are more ofien owners of their houses, their dwellings am on average more 

precarious and overcrowded than those of men heads of households." Similady, in Habitat and 

eender'03 the authors found that Iack of public investment in housing and in physical and social 

inliastructure represented an overload of work for women in poor settlements. Women have to 

extend their domestic work to compensate the Faiiure of housing, services, health, and education 

provisions, while they also feel the pressure to transfonn the city into a better place for their 

children and relatives to facilitate a social interchange. Women, then, play a significant role in 

their communities in helping obtain social invesments and in the upgrading of their living 

conditions. 

Poverty levels in Colombia are measured on the basis of desirable living standards, consequently, 

a high percentage of the population fails below the poverty level. But according to the NBC," the 

levels of poverty have diminished over the pas 20 years, fiom a national average of 72.5% in 

1972 to 36.3% in 1990. These optimistic figures are in contradiction with figures comparing 

IW ENDA, and Corparacion Vamos Mujer. 1998: 6. 
101 Dalmazzo, Cardona, and De Suremain, 1994: 66. 182. 
lm Velez and Kauhann. 1985. 
'O3 Moser, et all 1996, 



social investment and income increments. While in the 1980s the "Poverty L i n d  (LP)'" affected 

"39.7% of the population, in 1986 it p w  to 402%, to 51% in 1988, and in 1992 it reached 

33%."'" 

It is important, then, to question how cm poverty levels increase, while living conditions in poor 

settlements improve? By looking only at family incornes, the results indicate that families are 

poorer. By contrast, when looking at material resuIts inside families, many physical 

improvements are detected. According to an investigation of ENDA, these improvements are the 

result of a growing nurnber of women participating in non-paid activicies. ln other words the 

degradation of wages is compensated by women with domestic work. community participation. 

kinship and social networks. This "feminization of a struggte against p o v e ~ y , " ' ~ ~  has CO be 

rneasured in a new way that looks insidc individual househotds, rather than globally, in search of 

the efforts and straregies that make the use of family resources more efficient. 

The growing number of female headed households have cherefore been mdied and considered as 

a strategy to relieve poverry in the country. Whether this is nue or not is still unclear. since there 

are positive and negarive aspects interwoven in a complex and changeable way. If there is a 

substantial increase in single-led families headed by women. and if these households are poorer 

than those headed by men, then the country is realty becoming poorer and women would be 

assuming more of the burden of poverty. For example, while on the one hand Marisol 

~alrnazzo'~' found that female heads of households receive hivice the income of men when they 

were interviewed regarding their access to financial aid, on the other hand, the growing number 

of households headed by women is also related to national conflicts and familial disagreements in 

poor settlements. Because mothers cannot impose Iimits and conml over their children (the roIe 

of the father according to cuInue and psycho~ogistç)'Og some people argue that they are 

responsible for the emergence of gangs and trocbled children who grow up with less 

opportunities, and impoverished socialization modeIs, 

This indicator is based on the physical stntcnire of the house, its connections to public services, the level 
of overmwding, the assistance to school of young children. 
'O5 LP is another way to measwe poverty in the country and it compares the minimum income with the 
basic semces and gwds} 

Sarmiento, 1993 as quoted in ENDA and CorporacionVamos Mujer, 1998: 20. 
'" Insread of quoting the "frmmization of poveq" the study proposes this terni to becter explain their 
fmdings. ENDA and Corporacion Vamos Mujer, 1998: 10. 
'" Cardon4 Dairuazm and De Suremain, 1994. 
109 ENDA and Corporacion Vamos Mujer, W 8 :  21. 



In conclusion, this type of household has many different characteristics that cannot be 

underestimated. Studies, then, should consider the relation between femaie headship and poverty 

both in subjective ways, and in social and econornic terms. Women have different situations, 

perceptions, and life cycles that cannot be generalized and should be regarded carefully as we 

shalf see in the following tables. 

3.2.1. Generai Considerations 

There are no studies comparing househoId foms prior to &he 1980s, however. the number of 

fernale headed households appears to be on the increase. It is important to note that femafe 

headship is present in every socid class: middle-class women may separate and admit their new 

status at the same rate or even higher rate than those at lower classes. In the same way, poverty 

levels in these households cannot be considered reliable since studies are based on the NB1 which 

proved to be an insuficient tool. 

The proportion of female headed households today stands at 72.5% on a national level. In "pooi' 

hauseholds, the proportion of females heading households is around 20%, while in "non-pooi' 

households the average increases to a 23.5%. There are however, great differences among 

regions, which rnay be related to culture and the recognition of female headship, rather than 

poverty and the physical and living conditions of the households. For exarnple, ~e~ar tmentos ' '~  

with higher rates of povetty (NBI) such as Choco (35.5%), Cesar, and Boyaca have a higher 

number of women heading households in poor households. while in rich departamentos the 

percentage varies: in Antioquia it represents an 1 8% and in Valle around 23% (Table 1 ). 

Poor and Non-pwr Households According to the Head of the Household in 
Colombia 

Non-paor % ~ o o r  % % Households 

Men-headed households 4,179,901 72% 1,602,484 28% 78% 
Female-headed households 1.286,387 ?ï% 394,143 24% 23% 

Total households 5,466,288 73% 1,996,627 27% 700% 

"O Political division of the country. 



Data andysis does not allow us to read a possible association between this family type and 

poverty became while fernaie headed households are a urban phenornenon, poverty levels are 

higher in a rural context. The following table shows that there is a great difference in headship 

between rural and urban families. In cities it is possible to fmd more separated women, while in 

m l  areas the presence of widows may be higher, not only because of violence but also because 

this is the only way wornen are recognized socially as heads of household (Table 2). 

Table 2 

Rural - Urban Households in Colombia 

Total Households Men-headed kemale-headed 

M a n  
Rural 

Total 100% 

Sourtrt: ENDA fmm CASEN. aied by Ana Rico and Aiii. table N.24 

Poveny levels do not show major differences in households headed by wornen when looking at 

the table. ïhe results are very sirnilar: while those households headed by non-poor men represent 

83.5%, households headed by non-poor wornen are 84.6%- In poor households, those headed by 

men are 16.5% and women are around 15.4%. As these statistics demonsuate, new factors must 

be included to determine if poverty and fernale headship are associated. 

The following table conceming personal incornes of the heads of household reveals important 

differences between men and women (Table 3). 



Table 3 

Head of Hausshold lmomes in Colombia 

Men-headad Feimle-headed 
lncomes in SML* Households Households 
. -- 

Without incorne 
Less Vian 1 SML 
1 to2SML 
2 to l es  than 3 SML 
3 and more SML 

TOTAL (sic) 100% 100% 

Salario Miiimo Legal (SML) Q34.WO (US51 17apm)  

Source: ENDA from CASEN table n. 122 and 11.3 

When cornparhg incornes, it appears that a higher proportion of wornen eam less than one 

Minimum Legal Saiary, SM., (66% against 43%), and in the same way, a higher proportion of 

men receive more than two and three S M L  (25% against 15.7%). 

There is a h  a difference between men and women when cornparhg age and participation in 

fmily incorne. Young females heads of household have a similar income conaibuthg percentage 

to men with aimost 70% of the family income. While for otder women, the situation is different 

than that of adult men. This rnay be because adult women are part of families with several 

contributors (Table 4). 

Table 4 

Head of Househoid Participation in the Household lncome 

Men Women 
- 

up to 36 years otd 72% 69% 
36 years old and more 62'10 39% 

Total 65% 43% 

Source: ENDA fmm CASEN table n 122 and 11.3 



These indicators revealed the difference in possibilities for both women and men heading 

households. Women receive lower wages and conm'bute in l e s  proportion to the total famiiy 

income. Therefore, they have more dificulties maintaining their families than men. 

The need to consider a variety of factors in determining if female-headed households are poorer 

than male-headed households demonstrates that multiple factors affect individual households and 

generalizations may lead to wrong conclusions. Important information was found when including 

other categories such as a household's evolution in tirne, the reçponsibilities of each adult 

member of the group and the social and economic dynamics and strategies of each family. For 

example, almost al1 rnale-headed households live with theu partner, rnarried or not, and they Iive 

in bi-parental fmilies with women who are in charge of domestic work and usually contribute 

with monetary income. On the conrrary, women who led families are mostly alone, they are 

widows, separated, or single and only in very rare occasions women who live with their husbands 

or parmers are recognized as the head of the household. 

Statistically. households headed by couples, ( manied (66%), and in union (34%)), and female- 

headed households, (widows (41%), separated (40%). and single (19%)) show different processes 

in the constitution and evolution of their household type, therefore, they "represent heterogeneous 

processes of formation and assimi~ation."'~' It is not the same to be a young illiterate woman. 

with no independent life, to be a middle-age widow heading a fmily of adults and grandchildren. 

and owning a house, or to be a young woman, sepamted. with several children, living in a rented 

room and working as domestic servant. Al1 of them have experienced similar separarions. but 

their relation to poveny is very different. both k a u s e  of the farnily type they belong to as for 

their level of autonomy and the perspectives and strategies that each of them have in their lives. 

In singie-parent urban families headed by women it is also possible to divide in equal proportions 

those comprising a woman and her children (39%) and those living in extended families (43.5%) 

where other relatives, adults and children cohabit. But when the factor poverty is considered, the 

average nurnber living in extended single-parent families increases to 54%. showing that this rnay 

be another strategy of female-headed households in theu struggie against povew. Female-headed 

households are also associated with middle-aged women, however there is cvidence that younger 

women are becoming separated at a high rate, and there is aIso an increase in very young single 

motherhood. It is diEcuIt though. to determine this sratistically because ofien young singie 



mothen do not constitute an independent household but are absorbed by other household types. It 

is also thought that poor women may become separated iess ofien than others because they feel 

unable to run a household by themselves (Table 5). 

Table 5 

Female-Headed househdck According to Age and Poverty Level in Colombia 

Aae Total NoMoor P w r  Mkew 

~ 2 5  20% 22% 10% 28% 
25-39 17% 17% 16% 16% 
40-59 27% 26% 28% 30% 
60 and more 36% 36% 34% 32% 
Total 100% 
Source: ENDA fmm SISBEN Madallin, May 1897 

Another important sociosconomic characteristic that affects the situation of female headed 

households is the number of children per household. Poor women usually have more children 

than non-poor women which represents a higher number of persons under their charge which 

translates into an increase in poverty. The lack of access to information about family planning, 

and religious beliefs are the main reasons for these diffmnces among non-poor and poor fcmaies 

(Table 6). 

Number of Childnn of Poor and Non-poor households in Colombia 

Poor Female Non poor female 

Total 

Urban households 
Rural households 

Sourœ: ENDA from CASEN. tiMa 7.1 

'" ENDA and Corpotacion Vamos Mujer, 1998: 32. 



3.21. Housing Conditions 

At a national level a hi& propomon of housing ownership among f d e  headed households has 

been fouud, probably due to progressive developments in the periphery of cities. Around 60 to 

80% of women live on their own properties or are in possession of tbem. in cases where the 

dweiiiig is not their own, 30% Iive in a relative's house, 8% live on borrowed promes, and 

15% üve in rental accomodatioa. 

niese numbers confum that home owoership holds greater value for women tban men. Infornial 

chats with women reveaI that men aiso consider that the house is  very important for women due 

to their closer relationship with chil- and in cases where they alone cary the economic 

burden, they have the house as protection and support to ovcrcome crises. In Table 7 the figures 

reveal a surprising hi@ percentage of women owning their properiy or urban land. The authors 

argument is that this is possible because of wlf-help peripherai projects which are accessible for 

women. ' l2 

Tabk 7 

Home Ownemhip in Poor Neighbomoods and W-Hdp 
Projecîs in 15 Cdombian Cities 

Women 
Men 
80th 

Total 100% 

When comparing the relation between CM1 statu and access to property, inclwliag tenta1 

accommodation. it is establisid that marrieci women have easia access to housing oniy if this 

acces is gaineci through th& relationship to heir husband Women living in common law are in 

a disadvantageous situatios they [ive in d housing; less ofkm sbare the ütle of their pro- 

with their parmers and lady, they have tide access to home ownership. Singie women are o h  

found as home owners, or live in a house belonging to sameone else. Seprateci women live m a 

simiiar situation but are iess dependent on rent and have greater access CO home ownership. In 



conclusion, 'The more lonely women are, the harder it is for them to get out of rental 

accommodation, but those wbo make it, depend little on a man to acquire a houe""3 (Table 8). 

Table 8 

Ownership According to sex and Civil Status in Colombia 

Women Men 
encieci Civil Status 

'Oth h m i k  Renîal Total 

Marrieci 22% 31 % 22% 2% 23% 100% 
In Union 26% 22% 1 ZOh 4% 36% 100% 
Separated 55% 4% 6% 5% 30% 100% 
Widow 54% 6% 1% 11% 28% 100% 
Single 42% 2% 6Oh 12% 38% 100% 

Total 29% 22% 15% 4% 30% 100% 

Sourea: Las Mujeres y la Crisis Urbana. 1486 

In Las Muieres v la Crisis Urbana four different types of housing were identified. The types of 

dwellings are summarized as follows: 

a Houe: independent dwelling, occupied by a household. Separated rwms, and non-shared 

services. 

Plot-House: partially built house, usually inhabited by one household. 

Roorn: one room belonging to a larger construction. usually rented by the owner of the house. 

or plot-house. Services are usually shared. 

Apartment: it is defined as a complete dwelling, but it is part of a larger construction. 

The following tables will give more detailed information about the type of tenancy, materials and 

number of rooms mon used in women's dweIIings. Although these figures rnay vary among 

regions, in general terms, houses m for the most part owned @O%), are built in permanent 

materiais and have more comfomble spaces than the other types of dwellings. Plot-houses are 

also owned with mixed matetials, half of hem permanent, and the other half semi-permanent. 

but the number of m m s  Vary tiom 1 to 2. Rooms are also divided, around 50% are rented and on 

loan. while 40% are owned. The number of roorns are also 1 and maximum 2. Apamnents Vary 



among mted, owned and on loan, however, these are buiIt with durable material (Tables 9 and 

10). 

Table 9 

Type of ûwelling According to Tenamy 

HOU- Plot-Ho~8e K O O ~  Apartment Another Total 

Own 80% 81% 49% 53% 88% 72% 
Shared 7% 6% 11% 1 0% 3% 8% 
Reoted 10% 9% 27% 32% 9% 15% 
Lent 3% 4% 1 2% 5% - 5% 

Saurce: Las Muer& y la Crisis Utbana. 1986 

Table 10 

Type of Dwelling Aceording to Number of R o o m  

N. Rooms House Plot-House Room Apartment Anather Total 

1 7% 21% 81 % 15% 31% 26% 
2 27% 42% 9% 38% 21°h 28% 
3 32% 22% 4% 21% g0h 23% 
4 and more 34% 12% 2% 26% 12% 20% 
no information - 3% 4% 27% 3% 

Source: Las Mujetes y b Chsis Urùana, 1986 

In general. bricks and blocks are used in dwellings of al1 sizes, and semi-permanent materials are 

associated with those dwellings of  one and two rooms (Table II ) .  Findings demonstrate that the 

most common material used in Boors is cernent (58%), while 20% of tloors are earthen. Wood 

and tiles are used in flooring at 8% and 15%, respeçtivety. Connection to public services covers 

only 53% of al1 househotds. However, the average varies according to regions. For example: in 

Medellin, the conneaion rate stands at 73%. 



Table I l  

Type of lhelling According to Materials 

House Plot-House Rom A~iIrttneIIt Another Total 

Brick-bhk 73% 54% 53% 61% 28% 62% 
Precarious 9% 23% 35% 14% 43% 19% 
Mixed 8% 1 2% 8% 10% 3% 9% 
Prefabricated 7% 8% 3% 15% 3% 7% 
Traditional 3% 3% 1% - 23% 3% 

Source: Las Mujeras y la Crisis Urbana. 1486 

This summary reflects how wornen's dwellings tend to be less consolidated than those of men. it 

cm also be said that female heads of households have more difficulties in investing in their 

homes. Married women live in more material comfort than the rest of women. Their homes are 

made of permanent construction materials and have 3 or more roorns. Widows are similarly 

placed to married women. however they have less favorable prospects; it is possible that 

widowhood causes women to become pmrer if they have not been able to consolidate their 

homes before they lost their husband. Women in union have sirnilar housing to those of separated 

and single wornen, since it is difficult to stabilize material conditions in these types of 

relationships. A high percentage of these wornen live in roorns (25% to 28%), built with poor 

matenals (28% single and in union), and with only one or two roorns (63% to 67%) (Table 12). 

Finally, there is a slight difference in the cype of dwelling of women who have paid-jobs. It is 

possible then, that the relation between monetary contribution and physical consolidation of the 

house is not directly related and that the differences correspond to the type of relation men have 

with their Families, their dwellings, and the existence of two or more monetary incomes. 



Table 12 

Owner of the Pmperty According to Type of DwslDng, Materlib and Number 
of Rooms 

Type Dwelhg Omar of m Preperty Total 
Fmiahs Men 00th Reiative Rented 

House 47 50 
Plot-house 33 30 
Room 15 12 
Apartmen t 4 4 
Another t 1 

BrÏcks/blocks 55 65 
Precarious 24 16 
Mixed 9 10 
Prefabricated 8 7 
Traditionaf 4 2 

N. Rooms 

1 and 2 56 52 
3 and more 44 48 

Sourea: Las Mujefes y ta Crisis Urbana. 1986 



4. THE FIELD STZTDY 

This chapter presents the results of the main field research of this thesis, Fernale-Headed 

Households and theu Homes in MedeIlin, Colombia. The first part is an introduction to how the 

study was made, the différent sources of information and the research rnethod employed. nie 

second and third parts of the chapter are bas& on the investigations and surveys found in 

Iiterature; the second part inchdes a general background of the city and the characteristics of its 

poor fade-headed households, and the third part coven general information about the three 

neighborhouds where female-headed househoids were surveyed. ïhese neighborhoods cm be 

divided into two main types of howing settlements: peripheral and i~er-c i ty  accommodation. 

Emphasis is placed on anaIyzing the rental market in the inner-city, which is to be found in the 

Iast part of this chapter. Here, the reader is introduced to a specific housing type? "hquilinatos" 

or rwming houses, which are analyzed in relation to their socio-economic variables. 

4.1. FIELDWORK AND SOURCES 

Medellin, the capital city of the Department of Anrioquia and the second largest city in 

Colombia, is a city of around two million people that is located at an altitude of 1,538 meters 

above sea Ievel. tt is surruunded by mountains. and is the nucleus of the metroplitan area of the 

A b m i  Valley, comprishg nine urban municipalities. [t is the center of the country's textile 

industries and is primarily an industrial and commercial area. 

Its service capacity, educational structure, and the handling of its scientific and culturaI 

envhnment have m e d  it into a more humanz city. One of the manifestations of progress bas 

been the powerfiil way in which it has responded to the community's public service needs, so 

that today ninety percent of the population is covered by these services. The p u b k  institutions 

that provide a clean, potabIe water supply, sewer system, garbage disposai, and pubIic roads, 

have becorne the mode1 for national organization. 

MedeIIin's rapid growth is directiy related to the inferior economic and politicai conditions in 

the surroundhg rural areas. There is no doubt that the amactiveness of the large city and its 

modem facilities, as welf as the political violence in the countryside, bave Ied people to move to 

a safer envuonment with more economic opportunities. The effects of its annual population 

p w t h  rate can be seen in the magnitude of problems faced by education, housing and heairh 



care systems in the metroplitan area In consequence, more than half of the population still 

lives in hadequate housin& either the housing physicd structure is not stable, or the terrain 

where these structures are built is considered a dangerou or illegal conçtniction zone. There is, 

therefore, siil1 much to do in the city conceming housing and improving living conditions. 

Figure I Medellin and informal Settlement 

As a tirst step in my survey, i visited non-profit organizations and municipal offices with the 

aim of detennining what was being done in the city to overcorne the lack of housing. The 

meetings were informa1 but housing and social issues were discussed. Following is the list of 

institutions visited: 

CORWDE (Corporation de Vivienda y DesarroiIo Social) 

This is a govenunent organization which promotes the social right to decent housing, especially 

for Iow-incorne families, carrying out prograrns to meet housing needs and promoting social 

participation. it works together with a French non-profit organization, PACT AEüM, that 

coordinates and participates in the project to upgrade downtown neigbborhoods and rehabilitate 

housing in the centrai area of Medelf in, 

ENDA (Entidad para la Atencion de Desastres) 

A non-profit organization that promotes gender issues in the poorest areas of the city. It has 

conducted different studies at a national and municipal Ievel about gender. It is also studying the 

situation of male single-headed households. 



a XIMENA MC0 and PAN (Comité Privado de Asistencia a la Ninez) 

Two private organizations helping homeless and poor children. Theu resources come from 

donations and charity. They run child-cm centers in different poor neighùorhoods including 

Niquitao. 

OFICINA DE LA MUJER 

This government organization was created by the city hall to channel resources and projects for 

women. It promotes the ernpowering of women, Their participation and equal nghts in health. 

education, employment and housing projects. 

In addition to the visits to the above groups, the existent literature of local studies in Medellin 

provided general indicators at neighborhood level such as, stage of consolidation, services and 

infrastnicture, health and education, employment situation, and degree of social organization. 

The information was collected fiom the following reports: 

Las Muieres v la Crisis Urbana. O la Gestion invisible de la Vivienda v los Servicios by 

Marisol Dalmazzo. Lucy Cardona and Marie Dominique de Suremain. Published in 

Bogota: ENDA, CEHAP and AVP, 1994. This book is an investigation of the participation 

of wornen in the housing process in Colombia. 

Ouienes Son v Como Viven las Muieres Sefas de Hogar? By Corpocacion Vamos Mujer 

and ENDA America Latina Medellin, 1998. Interna1 document of female-headed 

households h m  a sociological point of view. 

Boletin SlSBEN #4 by Departamento Administrative de Planeacion Metropolitana. 

Medeilin, 1998. This unpublished document includes data on soci~demographic and 

economic conditions, such as household structure. type of housing, tenure, number of 

rooms. and the supply of public service for every Comuna (Sector) in which the city is 

divide. It is also divided by social strata having 6 sections, one representing the worst 

conditions. 

Estrateaias de Sobrevivencia en Medellin de las Muieres le fa  de Hoear: Estratos Socio- 

Economicos 1. 2 v 3 by Angel, Ana Lucia, et al. Medeliii: Universidad Pontificia 

Boli~a~ana, 1996. This thesis explores women's sunrival strategies and household 



economy of fernale-headed households in Medellin, They surveyed the socic+demographic 

and econornic conditions of 326 women scattered in the sixteen s am un as."^ 

Vivienda Cornpartida en Medellin v su Area Metromlitana by Cenbo de Estudios e 

Investigaciones Sociales CEIS, and Centro de Estudios del Habitat Popular Universidad 

Nacional CEHAP. Medellin, 1992. This is an investigation of Inpilinatos in MedeIlin and 

the metroptitan area. This investigation was divided into three volumes, of which the first 

and third were reviewed. tt contained data about the history and development of 

InquiIinatos- They suweyed seventeen Inquilinatm in six differen t Cornunas of Mede llin 

and many more in the metropolitan area. In this study, they identified the different types of 

rooming houses. the living conditions of its residents, and similarities and contradictions 

among these moming houses. 

Propuesta p ara la Solucion de la Problematica de insuilinatos Unpublished study written by 

investigators of CORVIDE and PACT-AEüM in 1996. It is a study on Inquilinatos in 

central areas of the city. Corvide has a special project of urban renewal in the sector that 

would benefit 2,100 families. 

Other studies. Scatîered information was collected h m  a variety of other studies, of which 

the most important are Del Prado's 1994 thesis on InquiImatos in Lovaina; some data on 

wornen's Rghts and laws in Oficina de la Mujer, the 1997 statistical yearbook of the city in 

which the numkr of inhabitants, households and dwellings for each neighborhood could be 

found, and PAN'S 1989 census of Niquitao. 

43. BACKGROUND - Female-Headed Households in Medellin 

For an overview of the socio-economic data on female-headed househoids, 1 reviewed an 

investigation made by Javier Jatamillo ftorn ENDA with figures found by the census of the 

SISBEN on ~trata"~ 1, 2 and 3. SISBEN'S census covered more than 800,000 people. ENDA 

I I 3  The city of Medeth is divided into 16 sectors which ceceive the name of Comuna. 
'" In Colombia, the popdation is grouped according to a ~Iassification assigned to each dwelting 
according to its physical and envimrunental conditions. The criteria foltowed in the process of 
classification are the mateds of wdk, doors, wiodows; the surroundings and the type of services 
provided, and infrasaucture of roads, sidewalks, among others. This cIassifimion groups residential 
areas of simiIar sacial and ecanomic conditions. 'lhe range goes h m  strata 1 to 6, t king the lowest 
hcome group (1: Low-Low; 2: Low; 3: Middle-Low). According to this suata, public services have 



verified the figures in 145,s 13 dwellings, where they Fond 187,862 households, nurnbering 

651,151 people. Of these. 343.053 (53%) were women, and 308.098 (47%) men. According to 

SISBEN, the rate of female-headed households is 41% (76,459) of the total.*'6 

Figure 3 City Plan of Medellin Fgure 4 Woman and Children 

The statistical distribution of this type of household varies From that of the national snidy. 

SISBEN found that around 35.29% of female-headed households were composed of single- 

parent families or by women alone. 15.14% had both parents. and almost half of them. (49.57%) 

were extended families. However, this data cannot be compared to male-headed households 

since these numben were not available. SISBEN figures may have made visible extended 

families of two generations that represent a very important source of female headship and were 

not registered in national statistics (Table 13). 

Table 13 

Types of Households Headed by Poor Urban Females in Medellin 

"g = 
Parants Familier Families 

Total 

Females 
% 

S o m  : ENDA fiam SISBEN Medeiün, May 1997 

different costs. Those who have more, will pay more for public services m order to subsidize the service 
for those les favored. 



42.1- Civil Staîus 

According to SISBEN, 23% of wornen heading households are widows, 22.8% are separated, 

38% are single, and 16% are in union and manied but not living with their partner on a daily 

basis. It canot be stared that widows, separated and single wornen live alone because in rnany 

cases they have the support of extended families, or they expect to remake their lives. For those 

groups of women, their access to jobs, housing and childcare is different in every case. 

More than 55% of the total fernale heads of households are between 25 and 50 years of age. 

foHowed by 3 1.73% of wornen who are older than 50. A further 12.02% are between 18 and 25 

years of age, with a growing number ( 1.15%) of young girls (less than 18 years old) &ho belong 

to secondary family households in extended families. 

4.2.3. Income and Employrnent 

According to SISBEN, more than 97% of these households have incornes less than ISML 

(Salario Minimo ~e~al ) ' " .  SISBEN concluded that there is a very close relationship between 

poverty and the number of fernale heads of households, because as the m t a  classification 

decreases, the percentage of fernale heads of household increases. In strata 1. wornen head 47% 

of households. while in strata 6, there are only around 24% of households headed by women 

(Table 14). 

Table 14 

Fernale-Headed Households and SISBEN'S Stratification in Medellin 

Female 47% 48% 38% 34% 34% 25% 41% 
Male 53% 52% 62% 66% 66% 76% 59% 

S o m  : ENDA from SISBEN Medellin, May 1997. 

"6 Cocporacion Vamos Mujer and ENDA, 1998: 46. 
"' Saiario Minho Legal is the miniinum legal wage. in 1999 it is 3234.000 (USSI 17 apmil) per month. 



The study a h  reveals that a littie more than half of these wumen (53.31%) work or receive 

0 t h  monetary income (work, rent, weIfare), while the others (46,1%) are engageci in domestic 

activities, or nmain unemployed or studying. Moreover, the inequdity of opportunities between 

men and women becornes evident when cornparing the employment rate of women, 50%. with 

alrnost 85% of men (Table 15). 

Occupation of the Head of the Household in Medellin 

Seakng Ernployed Student Homemaker Landlady Pensioner unernpkyed Total 
ernpbyment 

Fema l e 3% 47% 1% 37% 1% 5% 4% 100% 
Male 4% 84% 0% 0% 0% 5% 6% 100% 

Soum. ENDA fmm SISBEN Wellbi, May 1997 

Occupation type aIso shows a sirnilar trend for strata 1,2 and 3. Most women work as domestic 

employees. followed by the service indusûy, or are ownen of small businesses which in most 

cases is in the informal market. including such forms of employment as street vendors of 

cigarettes. loctery tickets, fruits and consumable goods among othen (Table 16). 

Table 16 

Typa of Employment in Medellin 

Female 19% 1% 0% 1 8% 0% 61% 100% 
Male 44% 2% 0% 38% 0% 16% 100% 

Saune: ENDA fmm SlSBW Medellin. May 1997 

4.2.4. Housing 

According to SISBEN, the= are three types of housing tenure for femaie-headed households: 

ownetship, rent-fredsharers, and renters. In order, female heads of howeholds live in their own 

houses, followed by rent-k,  and as a tfiird option they use rental accommodation. The 



importance of rent-Eiee acommodation and sharing indicate the presence of female headship as 

secondary families within extended families. where they share accommodation on account of 

their lack of means to assume an independent life (Table 17). 

Table 17 

Type of property ownenhip in Medellin 

Own Rented Other' Total 

Females 30,400 17,136 28,923 76,459 
% 40% 22% 38% 100% 
Male 54,809 35,666 20,928 11 1,403 
% 49% 32% 18% 100% 

Total 85,209 52,802 49.851 187.862 

'ûtbr: extended households that share ammmodatian 

Soum : ENDA from SISBEN Medeliii. May 1997 

It is also important to note that dweilings are not invested with the same meanings by women 

and men. For men, the dwelling is a commercial patrimony, while for women the value of the 

houe lies in the use they give to it. For women, the house is not only a physical object where 

they carry on their roles of reproduction, production and management, but it can also provide 

them with incorne when renting mrns, working at home, and opening a maIl shop in the front 

m m .  Thesa aspects explain the different engagement of men and women in upgrading and 

legalizing their homes. For fernaIe heads of households, the house is also important because it 

gives women and children financial and ernotional security. They usually spend their swings 

and energies in obtaining a place to live. Moreove- studies reveal that rnany conflicts between 

couples have to do with the acquisition of a houe. Wornents engagement in upgrading and 

consolidating the house c o n m  with the passivity of theu partners."8 

The acquisition and permanent upgrading of a houe is performed rnainly by women, and it is 

probably one of the most notorious economic strategies developed by them. They feel proud 

and satisfïed with their achievements in the face of men, and feel confident about future 

projects, even if they sometimes undergo overcrowding or lack of basic facilities. They also 

assume risks in order to finance their houses, and develop knowledge related to housing that 

"' Corporacion Vamos Mujer and ENDA, 1998: 95. 



they did not have in advance. In the same way, women consider comrnunity participation and 

family support to be a central aspect of theu lives. In concIusion. female heads of households 

appear to be proud of their achievements, and becorne more conscious of their potential to work 

and improve their living conditi~ns."~ 

4.3. SURVEYED AREAS - History of the Neighborhoods 

There are three basic housing types for low-incorne people: Forrnal private developments. 

informa1 subdivisions of land and, in a lower percentage, fonal public housing. The informal 

housing system provides the major@ of low-incorne housing in the city, either in the fom of 

squatter sedements or illegat subdivisions. Some of these settlernents were started 30 yean ago 

when Medellin underwent a rapid urbanization process due to industrialization in the city, and 

due to poIitical and economic difficuities in rural areas. 

Many squatter settlements are now consolidated, have been legalized, and have access to basic 

services and infrasatcture. Homes are constantly upgraded, following people's own informal 

mies and needs. From a shack of hard board, these homes are transformed into solid brick and 

reinforced concrete frame structures. Then. these homes grow upward to incorporate new 

apamnents for other family mernbers. or provide space to rent to  outsider^.''^ 

Women and female-headed households are aiso part of these settIements. Many women were 

found to own their homes, however other factors should be reviewed carehlly before drawing 

any conclusions. [t is important to ask whether the household acquired the house/land before it 

became female-headed. There are likely to be older households with widowed. or 

separatedlabandoned women, in peripheral areas where the wornan acquired or built the house 

with a forrnerfdeceased husband. Some female-headed households may also have acquired â 

house by virtue of having sons old enough to help in the construction or through having gained 

assistance h m  0 t h  relatives."' Femaie-headed househdds are more likely to be extended, in 

al1 age gmups studied. Extended famiIies are a strategy to respond to headship, and to help them 

overcorne the disadvantage Low incomes and lack of building skills. 

II9 Corporation Vamw Mujer and ENLIA, t 998: 96. 
I U I  Gouverneur, and Grauer 1999. 
'*' Varley, Am. E-mail to J. Resaepo. 17 Oct 1999. 



It was impossible to carry out surveys for each p r  neighboriiood in the city, therefore, for a 

closer investigation, thne settIements were selected. In these settlements random sampfes were 

drawn. The key van'able was the presence of female- headed households. Since Iittle was known 

about the populations before my çuniey, it was decided to combine the survey with prdiminaty 

talks with the representative ofwomen related to non-govemment organizations working in these 

neighbohoods. 

Ln addition, the three settlements bad in common the strata classification of the neighborhood 

The neighborhoods also had different types of housing with the object of deiecting non- 

ownership housing alternatives. Three neighborhoods were studied in this regard: Two in the 

periphery of the city, and a third in the centrai area. 

Fire 5 Location of selected neighborboods FÎre 6 Gmeral vicw of neigfibortid 

43.1. Viilatina 

Villatina is a p r  neighbortid located on a steep siope in the central-east part of the city, It 

started as a squatter settlement around 30 ywirs ago, therefore parts of the neighbohood are 

aiready consolidated, white the upper parts of it are still undergoing changes. The unpianned 

growtii has resulted in irregular Iayout ofsapets, and few public and recreationd spaces. The les 

consolidated areas lack schwls, health centers, or nurseries. Moreover, since they are Iocated on 

the siope, they risk accidents as  o c c d  around ten years ago when a landslide buried dozens of 

houses and people. Regardles of tfüs mcident, people continue to build homes here and some 

public services have aiready been provided nich as water, electncity, sewerage, stairs and 

sidewalks to provide access to houses where mads çannot be put in. 



The ana in which the survey took place had also been victim of the violence of the gangs and 

young groups who killed ddiscriminately in the middle 1990's. In addition, according to one 

resident of the neighborhood, the rnost difficult problem of the neighborhood is that young are 

consuming drugs and having sex at early ages such as 11 to 14 y m  016 and girls are getting 

pregnant as a consequence, without measuring the consequences. 

Figure 7 Site Plan of Villatina Figure 8 General View of Villatina 

Demographic data of the neighborhood is summarized in Table 18: 

Table 18 

VlLLATlNA Villa Hermosa 

Oemognphic Information 

DensityI 
Househok Bbcks Men Women Total Dwellings PenoruNnit 

SOU~C~: 1997 Metropoiiin Statistical Yearbaok. Medeliin 

Statistical information was found by cornunas and not by neighborhoods. Nevertheless, the data 

available leads to M e r  understanding of the neighborhood. Villatina is part of the comna 8. 

Villa Hermosa. GeneraI information about it is found in the following tables. The first one 

(Table 19) summarizes the housing tenure in the comma. In this sector, less than half of the 

residents own their homes. 



Table 19 

- . .- 

VlLLATlNA Villa Hermosa 

Housing Tenure 

Own 11,366 44% 
Rent 7,466 29% 
Other 6.980 27% 

Total 25,812 100% 

Source: Boleün Sisben. h m ô e r  1998 

When considering the number of persons per houselroom, we tind that in houses and apanments 

the average is higher than the nurnber of persons per household, which means chat most families 

include other members. relatives or fnends as part of their housing strategy (Table 20). 

Table 20 

VlLLATlNA Villa Hermosa 

Houses, Households and Persons 

Housing Type Houses Households Panons Personsl Persan9 

# % # Oh # % HOWROO~ H o w h ~ l d  

HouselApartrnent 1 8,604 97% 25,152 97% 86.522 98% 4.65 3.44 
RoomlRooms 589 3% 654 3% 1,931 2% 3.28 2.95 
Temporary 5 0% 6 0% 10 0% 2.00 1.67 

Total 19.198 100% 25,812 100% 88,463 100% 4.61 3.43 

Female heads of households represent almost 40% of a11 residents in this sector. Moreover, the 

site of p r  female-headed households (strata 1,2 an 3) in the comma is very hi&. In generaI. 

these households have seven or more members in 40.3% of cases. This may confirm that these 

households comprise many other members (Table 21). 



Tabh 21 

- -- 

VILLAïiNA Villa Hermosa 

Number of Pemns 
SLsben Total 

1 2tû3 4to6  fandrnore 

1 6% 9% 14% 24% 10% 
2 32% 41 % 43% 46% 40°/6 
3 38% 36% 32% 24% 35% 

Source: Bdetin Sisben. Oecember 19Qû 

43.2. Et Diamante 

This neighborhood started in the 1940s when the area was still Iocated in the outskirts of the 

ci@. 11 is a consolidated, Iegal senlement occupied by low-income groups. It is better stnrcntred 

and serviced than Villatina, and the site is less steep. Streets and sidewalks are provided. as welt 

as social infrastructure such as schools, health centers, and small recreational parks. The 

neighborhood is constmtly undergoing upgrading and people are adding extra fioors to their 

homes. Most two-storey houes are adding terraces for accommodating other members of the 

family, or for renting them. A summary of its demographic characteristics is found in table 22. 

Figure 9 Site Plan of El Diamante Figure 10 General View 



Table 22 

-- - 

EL DIAMANTE Robledo 

DellSltyI Number Househoiris B b d .  hemrr Men Women Total Dwelüqs peRonsRJnit 

6,514 7,668 14,182 3,419 4 5,341 71 383 

Source: 1997 Metropoütan StatisSical Yeaibadt. Medellin 

El Diamante is located in the c o m a  7 narned Robledo. Figures on housing tenure in Robledo. 

are very similar to those of Villatina. In this we can read that other foms of tenure than 

ownership represent 57.48%, while ownership is 42.53%. Though the tigures are similar to 

those found in Villatina (Villa Hermosa), however, the stage of development and size of the 

plots differ a great deal (Table 23). 

Table 23 
- - 

EL DIAMANTE Robledo 

Housing Tenure 

Own 8,438 43% 
Rent 6,043 30% 
Other 5,361 27% 

Total 19,842 100% 

Source: Boletin Sisben, Dcçornbsr 1998 

The figures related to nurnber of pesons per household are also very similar to those found in 

Villatina (Villa Hermosa) (Table 24). 



Table 24 

EL DIAMANTE Robledo 

Houser, Households and Persons 

Housing Type Houses Households PI~MRE krçansi Personsl 

I! % x % n % Ho-Rom HousehoH 

HouselApartment 14,495 97% 19,200 97% 67,008 98% 4.62 3.49 
RoomlRooms 513 3% 641 3% 1,652 2% 3.22 2.58 
Temporary 1 0% 1 0% 1 0% 1 .O0 1 .O0 

Source: &&lin Sisben. Deœmkr 1998 

This neighborhood also has high levels of fernale-headed howeholds. Almon 38% of the total 

are headed by women. However, of this 38%, almost 40% are in the sociai strata 3 which rneans 

they a n  not as poor as those of the first two, The neighborhood ais0 has similar figures 

regarding the size of the household. But it can be seen that the poorer the female-headed 

househotd. the more people there are per household which explains why these households tend 

to be poorer (Table 251. 

Table 25 

EL DIAMANTE Robledo 

Size of Female Headed-Howehoids According to Sbben's Stntiicaüon 

Number of Fersons 
S i  Total 

1 2to3 4106 Tamimore 

43.3- Niquaaol Las Palmas 

This buter-city neighborhood was selected because it has been historically known as 

encompassing numerom rend possibilitk. It is located in the central part of the city in the 



c o m a  IO, which is comprised of three neighbohoods: Las P h ,  Colon and San Diego. It 

used to be a middle-income famiiy area that suffered a rapid process of deterioration. 

Niquitaonas Palmas occupies an a m  of 48 blocks. In 1997 it had a population of around 8,500 

inhabitants, 5 1.52% of whorn were wornen.l2 

Figure 11 Site Plan of Niquitao Figure I2 General View 

Despite its good location. the area is both physicalIy and socially deterîorated. Social audies 

reveal high levels of family disintegration, seltual and verbal abuse of children. prostitution. as 

weII as dnig trafficking and h g  consumption that attracts addicts h m  other pmr areas of the 

c e .  The area does. however, have gwd provision of services such as water. sewerage. 

elecnicity and transpon, though basic infiastructure such as nurseries, schools and heaIth 

centers are totaily absent. According to municipal and private studies, the rnost common forrn of 

housing type is rental accommodation in the fom of "Inquilinatos", or rooming houses. As with 

the other neighborhoods, a summary on demographic information c m  be found in Table 16. 

Table 26 

NlQUlTAO La Candefaria 

Demogmphic Information 

Densityl 
H o ~ o i d s  B D ~ U  -m Men Women Total DwelGngs PemnsRlnit 

6,139 7,549 13,688 2.777 5 3,662 48 431 

'O CORVlDE and Pact Arim, 1997. 



This area has the highest density rate in the city. nie following table (Table 27) reveals possible 

reasons for this, for example, in the c o m a  La Candelaria, the percentage of housing in the 

fomn of roorns accounts for almost 33% of the total housing supply. 

Table 27 

N # U W  La Candelana 

Houses, Households and Persons 

Horuing Type Houses Households Perxins Pemw Personsl 

# % # % # % House-Room Household 

HouseApartment 1,956 65% 2,644 68% 8,231 78% 4.21 3.1 1 
RoomlRooms 990 33% 1,166 30% 2,251 21% 2.27 1.93 
Temporary n 3% 77 2% 80 1% 1 .O4 1 .O4 

Total 3,023 100% 3,887 100% 10,562 100% 3.49 2.72 

It is ais0 important to note that 50.27% of al1 households in the sector are female-headed. Of a 

total OP 3,887 households, 1,939 are headed by women. Moreover, although a high percentage 

of women alone are considered as households, 12% of wornen in strata 1 are households with 7 

or more members which may indicate the reasons why there is such overcrowding conditions in 

the area (Table 28). 

Table 28 

NIQUiTAO La Candelaria 

Size of Female Headed-Houteholds According to Sisben's Stratification 

Number of Persons 
S i  Total 

1 2to3 4 to 6 7 and more 

1 34% 15% 14% 22% 21 % 
2 29% 23% 20% 19% 24% 
3 22% 36% 40% 33% 32% 

Source: Baletin Sisben. December 1998 



As we have seen from the general statu a sizable percentage of population lives in rental and 

other housing categories. Most of the rental houses stock is in the form of single m m s .  One 

very popular form of rental housing is "inquilinatos." Vecmdcades in Mexico, renral homes in 

Nigeria and so on are similar examples. 

Inquilinatm is a type of housing that has achieved growing acceptance in the city over the past 

decade.'" Inquilimos are a form of collective housing or shared accommodation in which 

several homeholds share service areas to different degrees. Families, with or without kinship, 

share service areas such as bathrocms, kitchen. patios, and so forth, which imply a lack of 

privacy and independence, which are only acquired in the room each family is paying for.'" 

Usually, there is no previous agreement among the residents for cohabiting the building. These 

houses were usually found in urban centers, or deteriorated secton where industries offer 

employment oppomnities. However. the figures witl reveaI how location and has changed due 

to the housing shortage and mrerne poverty. 

Inqui1ina~o.s may have originated in the 1930s dunng the initial industrialization and 

urbanization of the city.'" With the hi& demand of housing and lack of infnmucture, many 

residents of central areas decided to rent one or two rwms of their own houses to supplement 

their incomes. Then. patios were transfonned and even reduced to comidors. in search of 

accomrnodating as many renters as possible. Houses becarne colIective dwellings, though they 

were designed to be used by only one household. 

This resulted in two different trends: First, Iess forninate residents rernained in the 

neighborhood despite its rapid deterioration. And second, newcorners filled the spaces vacated 

by families with better incomes." Little by Iittle, ïnquiIinatos' owners Ieft the house in the 

hands of an administrator and "ignored" the fate of these dwellings. Nowadays, the 

adminimator IegaIly rents the house, and takes charge of dividing and renting the house in an 

I D  CEHAP and CEIS, 1992: 1. 
"' De[ Prado, 19% 14, CEiS, 1992: 28- 
I3 CEHAP and CEE, 1992: 3. 
'% CORWDE and Pact Anm, 1996. 



illegal or informal way because policies controlling Inquilinars are nonexistent. and thus these 

are "accepted" as a solution to the housing crisis!" 

In a local study"8 it was found that 100% of 32 lnquilinatos surveyed were subleased. The 

owner, who does not Iive in the area, rents the house to a person who in turn becomes the 

administrator. The administrator usually lives in the house with bis farnily. He takes the living 

room or the front room and one additional room. He has control of the main door. And, he also 

has the opportunity to place a small shop through the window facing the street. The price of the 

rooms is also estabiished by the administrator and he has the right to increase it whenever he 

wants. 

According to a 1992 report by CEHAP, in Medellin thete were approximately 1.064 

Inquilinaros, in which 8,120 households lived, comprising around 25.177 people. In the same 

study, 17 Inquilinalos were analyzed in depth. These are the most relevant findings: 

Inquilinaros can be classified as: 

Traditional: One household dwelling, that after a process of additions and subdivisions is 

used by severaI households. 

Pasaje (passage): Construction that was always planned for several households. It is 

constituted by rooms around a patio or along a corridor. 

a Callejon (alley): Small independent apartments that share services. 

Adapted: One-storey houe that presents a vertical development with inadequate services. 

illumination, ventilation, and cornmon areas. 

However, due CO the dificult housing situation, it is possible to find very srnaII one-fmily 

houses also adapted as rooming houses, as welI as some dwellings whece basements are rented 

to tenants. It was found that only 24% of the ~nquilinaros wece located in the inner-city, which 

indicates that this type of household is no longer an answer to pro'iunity to downtown economic 

activities. TweIve percent are located on the Iimits of the urban perimeten. and all are situated 

in the poorest sectors of the city. On average, 58% of these dwellings houe behveen 3 to 8 

households, 36% between 9 and 16, and 6% contain more than 16 households (Table 29). 

'" Laws 9/89 and 3/91 recognize the existence of thii type of housing and suggest the wed to set 
regutatioos and pmvide financia1 aid to upgrade these consuuctions. 
'" Aguirre, 1989. 



Table 29 

Inquili~tos According to Stnta and Localkation 

strata n 
Consolidateci Neighborhoods 2 88% 
Deteriorated areas 1 12% 

Source: ht&igahn PmjeQ CEE 1992 

Social infiastructure varies a great deal according to the settlement and consolidation of the 

neighborhood, however. 59% of households noted the absence of parkr and recreational 

facilities. And 94% complained about lack of nurseries and schoots for children. Physical 

conditions of housing also Vary, but these are mostly built of brick and "bahareque" (earth and 

straw), and sornetimes with tin and carton. Intemal watls consist of thin wooden partitions. 

Roofs are made of tiles and buhureque combined with sheet metal. Very few achieve minimum 

construction tequirements. The lack of spatial planning and dismiution of rooms make evident 

their genesis h m  unruly planning and modifications. The result is a rapid process of 

deterioration and lack of maintenance where overcrowded conditions, lack of sanitq facilities, 

spaces for recreation. and ventilation are the most common characteristics. The following 

figures (13, 14. and 15) show the rypical plan of an InquiIinmo where each household is 

accommodated in one rom. 

Figure 13 Plan Figure 14 Plan Figure 15 Plan 



CEHAP found that 65% of families occupied one m m ,  white 27% rented two rwms. The rent 

is paid mostly on a monthly basis, however. 17% pay it daily. Most residents are absent during 

the daytirne and only use the room as a sleeping place. Few rooms have windows, therefore 

ventilation and illumination is through the entrance doorway. The situation is exacerbated when 

families cook inside the mm. This fiequently occurs since most families find the communal 

kitchen a source of tension among residents. A few tenants work in their rooms on handmade 

crafls, shoe repais, sewing, or setling p e n e s ,  cigarettes and sodas. 

There are constant problems with the state of repair of these houses including leaking roofs. 

rotting roof timbers. darnp walls, walls in need of piastering, locks not working, toilets out of 

order, among other things. State control over these constructions is nonexistent and many 

Inquilinatos are falling into disrepair. Landlords are hard pressed to do anything in the face of 

the unwillingness of the owners to maintain their properties, and the govemment and the Iaw are 

incapable of obliging them to do so. 

4.4.2. Services 

Hygienic conditions of these houses are very poor, though the adminimuor ofien asks female 

tenants to help with the domestic work. UsuaIIy the washroom and patio are very tight and 

small spaces. Walls are typically unti!led and mouldy, besides which the plumbing does not 

work properly. In some InquÏlinaros, washrwms lack a ceiling, which can become quite 

dangerous in the rainy season. Othes have been covered with sheet metal to protect hem a 

little. 

There are one or two toilets per Inquilhato, one shower and one or two laundry sheds. These 

are insufficient and their use creates many conflicts among residents, due to Iack of cleanliness 

and irresponsibility in their use. 

In general. water and power services are legal. however, inside the house administrators 

implement rationing or restrictions mody on elecmcity when cooking. As a result, many 

residents prefer to cook with oil or gas. Connections and cables are in poor condition creating 

the nsk of short circuit resulting in power outages or fire. Telephones are available only in a few 

houses. But where there is a telephone, its use is controlled and its use is limited mainIy to the 

administrator. 



The following table (Table 30) sununarizes the physical conditions of Inquilinatos. 

Table 30 

Physical Conditions of Inquilinatos 

~escri~t ion Good Avencie ~ o o r  Non-existent 

Construction Materials 41% 35% 24% - 
Water and Sewerage 59% 41% - - 
Electricity 82% 6% - 12% 
Ventilation and Natural Illumination 4t% 41% 18% - 
Patios and Carnmon areas 29% 41% 24% 6% 
Bathroom 35% 41% 24% - 
Kitchen 24% 47% 29% - 

4.43. Length of Tenancy 

There are two types of length of tenancy: (1) residential mobility and (2) the change of rental 

accommodation to ownership or IO other foms of housing alternatives. High levels of 

residential mobility refiect major pmblerns in this market, and thus reduce the already low 

standards of living of low-income people. It is also important to distinguish between desired and 

forced residential mobility. Landlords usually complain of the dificulty of ejecting tenants, and 

tenants of their insecurity of tenure. 

According to Gilbert and Edwards, tenants in low-income settlements in Bogota, and 

Bucaramanga "have relatively short tenancies, averaging from 1.9 and 2.5 years..."'3 However. 

this average is difficult to determine because whiie tenancies in the central city are more fluid, 

with tenants staying for only a few months, many have lived for years in the same house. 

Therefore, there is no real average and it may depend on the age of tenants since many adult 

women were found to be living in the same m m  for years, while young households are 

interchanging between location benefm and housing alternatives. Table 3 1 reveals that the 

length of tenancy varies a geat  deal, however around 84% of Inquilinutos' inhabitants have 

been in these roorns for more than six months. 

l3 Gilbert, i983 and Edtvards,1982 as quoted m Gilbert and Variey, 199 1:[159]. 



Table 31 

- -  

Less than 6 months 15% 
6-12 months 28% 
1-4 yean 28% 
5 and more 28% 

'boVisexeS 
Source: Investigation Projeet, CElS 1992 

4.4.4. The Selection of Tenants 

The ability of landlords to choose their tenants depends greatly on the availability of adequate 

accommodation. It is dificult for Iandlords to discriminate if there is shortage of tenants. 

However. the great majority of Iandlords do not need to advertise vacant accommodation. they 

just have to hang a notice outside the property, while tenants just walk in asking if there are fiee 

rooms. 

The main safeguard for landlords is checking the tenants' references before they move in. 

Tenants reported they had not signed a contract, perhaps to avoid rent controls and also due to a 

general ignorance of the law. The main reasons for eviction are late payments, followed by 

construction improvements and bad behavior, The latter concerns problems among children in 

which parents intervene, so creating further problems (Table 32). 

Table 32 

Late payments 
House wanted by landlord 
House to be improved 
Penonal problerns with landlordlneighbors; 
rent increase and children 
No reason 

' both sexes 
Source: Investigation Projeet, CES 1992 



4.4.5. Tenants 

Residents of this type of housing are diverse, and heterogeneous both in their composition, and 

their place of origin. There are extreme cases of indigence and unemployment, women with 

children and situations where nuclear families were saving to buy a house or rent an 

independent one. But in generai, residents are in poor economic shape if they cm only afford 

this type of housing; in 95% of the cases, "family income is maxirntim two salaries (sML)'~'. 

Out of this group, 6 1% corresponds to oniy one salary (sML)."'~' 

In addition, in another in~csti~ation'~' on Inquilinutos in the central area of Medellin, it was 

found that 45% of its residents were female-headed households, followed by 35% of nuclear 

families, and 20% of single persons or unrelated adults. Data also reveals a high percentage of 

children (30%), and youth between 15 and 30 (27%). in this latter group, many are unemployed 

and have minimum levels of education. The size of the households is also significant. Almost 

three-quarters (73%) of householdç comprise more chan 3 persons (Table 33). 

Table 33 

Number of Persons per Househofdg 

1-2 perçons 
3-4 persons 
5 or more 

' both m s  
Sourcre: Investigation Projeu. CES 1992 

Those who are employed work in the informal sector or in domestic service (Table 34). Others 

are involved in illegal activities such as theft, prostitution, and the sale of dmgs, as well as 

beggary. Most residents display an attitude of resignation to their situation. They are in 

agreement over the lack of aiternatives for their fimrre and economic stability. 

130 nie  Iegal basic salary is S214.000 (US 1 17 apmx.). 
13' CEHAP and CEIS. 1992: 135. 



Table 34 

Employment Chancterktics of Head of Howehold' 

Services in offices and cornpanies 32% 
Domestic service, restaurants. hotels 17% 
Shoe and textile industry 1 2% 
Mechanic, and driver 11% 
Trader 9% 
Construction wotker 8% 
Unemployeâ and retired 11% 

Residents' relationships are not the best: they have frequent conflicts over the use of services. 

There is no sense of solidarity, or mutual responsibility to face different situations related to 

housing or secwity. The main reasons for conflict among tenants are summarized in Table 35. 

Table 35 

Reasons for Conflict lnside lnquilinatos 

Problems among children 33% 
Problems among tenants 28% 
Problems with strangers 5% 
Temporav problerns 5% 
Marital problerns 4% 
Problems with landlords 3% 
No mnff icts 42% 

These cunflicts are caused by: 

Tenants deny having problerns 
Use of wmmn areas 
Payment and use of services 
Rent pay ment 
Alcohol and violence 
Conflicts overkth children 

Source: Imiuogation Proiea. CEE 1992 

In conchsion, the midy revealed that Inquiiinalos are a growing fom of housing because when 

asked about their previous housing accommodation, only a smail percentage (26%) had lived in 

13' De1 Prado, 1994: 40. 
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a similar house, 40% Iived in an independent rented house, and the others were living in 

different types of housing before arriving in the Inquilinato. Though this situation is mainly due 

to the difficult economic situation of the country and its people (most tenants live here because 

it is the onIy accommodation they can fiord), it is also important to recognize the growing lack 

of housing solutions. in Medellin 90% of Inquilinatos' tenants are urbar~ people, and not nual 

immigrants or displaced people as has been stated in other studies. This may be because most 

rurai people anive at the periphery of the city and share accommodation with kin and friends 

while they End a place to live (Table 36). 

Table 36 

Reasons why People Choase to Liva in lnquilinatos 

The only place they can afford 
To be near kirdiriends 
LocationaI Advantages 
Solidarity among residents 
Yean living in the same home 

SOU~C~:  Investigation Pmiect. CElS 1992 

4.1.6. The Case of Niquitao1 Las Palmas 

As we have seen in the general description of Niquitao, the most comrnon form of housing type 

is rental accommodation in the form of Inquilinutos or rooming houses. These represent 43% of 

the total housing supply. Fwthermore, in previous studies of the area'j3 social characteristics of 

its residents, such as fmitial disintegration, sexual abuse of children, and prostitution and drug 

consumption were established. It was evident that there was a growing number of drug 

businesses and a high percentage of unemployrnent among residents. ïhere is a lack of 

infiastructure including schools, health centers, parks and recreationd sites. Internai migration 

is dso a common trend among its residents due to the impossibility of affording rent. According 

to ~ ~ u i r r e ' ~  Inquilmatos in this area of the city do not achieve minimum housing requirements. 

These lack any kind of maintenance and their deterioration becomes obvious and dangerous for 

residents. Overcrowded conditions and an unhealthy environment causes many diseases. 

'* Aguirre, 1989; CORVIDE and Pact Arim, 1996. 
'" Aguirre, 1989. 



Children are numerous ( 38%), but there are neither enough nurseries nor schools in the a m  for 

them. ChiIdren live in difficult conditions of abandonment and rnaltreatment 

Figure 16 General View of Niquitao Figure 17 Houses being demokhed in the sector 

According to data provided by a nursery'35, 54.9% (133) of the children in it lived in female- 

headed households, while 36.8% Iived in nuclear families. Over half (55.6%) lived in rooms. 

and 93.2% rented accommodation, followed by rent-free houses with 4.5 1%. Another studiesL6 

in a neighborhood block revealed that there were around 1,500 persons in the sector. comprising 

on average 7 persons per household, mon of them living in rooms in InquiIinafos. Most 

children did not attend school and ernployed tesidents worked an informa1 activities such as 

m e t  vending, and dornestic service, but behind these activities they hide h g  sales which in 

turn were found in almost 50% of lnquilinums. Drugs are sold and consumed at any time in the 

day, in front of children and youth, and it is considered the main cause of the social disorder in 

the area 

For every Inquilinaro. there is an average of 7 rooms inhabited by one to three households in 

each room. Each household have on average of 4 persons including adults. youth. and children. 

The family income is around $1,772.58'~' daily which must be put towards paying for the m m  

135 Perer 1996. 
13' Cortes. 1992, Aguirre, 1989; Marulanda. 1997; CORVIDE and Pact h, 1996. 
In For the year 1993. 



($633.60)!~' The pnce of the room varies according to its size, the time living in the rmm, and 

the composition of the household. 

An Inqrrilinato in this neighborhood is inhabited by around 28 prsons who must share one 

bathmom, one toilet, one Laundry place, one patio and a kitchen that in most cases is not used 

because farniIies cook inside their rooms to avoid problems among residents. Out of the 10 

Inquilinam nudied in the ma by municipal authorities, 9 had Iegal power, sewerage and water 

supply. Only one Inquilinato had a telephone service. And the most common construction 

materials were cernent for the floon. bricks for the wails, and tiles in roofing. 

'" Nowadays. the pnce o f  the morn ranges between S 1,500 and $4,000 per night (USS0.75 - 2.00). 
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5. DATA ANALYSIS 

Two notes of contain need to be given before proceeding with the analysis of data This snidy 

was based on a qualitative approach rather than a quantitative one, therefore conclusions and 

numbers presented here are not statistically representative. And it is also important to 

understand that in order to fmd the female heads of households, sources of information relied on 

informal neighborhood leaders and residents and, to a lesser degree, on organizations or 

cooperatives of the sectors studied. It mes to combine two approaches: first. the question of 

how femafe heads of household manage their housing situation, and second, the question of how 

many. To answer the question how, field work has been based on interviews and observation. 

While to answer how many, quantitative information is required. This quantitative infonnation 

was drawn h m  existing sources as seen in chapter Four. 

Fieldwork was done from May to July, when i conducted twenty open questionnaire interviews 

(see appendix one). Infonnal chats were held with many women (sec appendiv two), however 

only twenty were interviewed in depth. Before the survey was started, exploratory visitç to the 

neighborhoods were conducted to gain familiarity with the settlement and its sectors. A 

preliminary walk thmugh the neighborhood was made to identify the main landmarks of the 

site. Information about residents' attitudes towards surveys and interviews and some 

recornmendations were also obtained frorn the members of the non-governmental organizations 

or through the key informants. This information was useful for designing questionnaires and 

interview schedules. A detailed observation of the site was completed in order to define the 

sample selection strategy, as well as the survey procedures in terms of time estimates, 

infonnation to be collected and required equiprnent. Regarding the location in the settlement. 

the sample included bouses, new and old ones, located in main and secondary streets, pedestrian 

or vehicular ones. 

The first visit to the neighborhood was a guided visit with a key informant. In this visit I 

identified the senlement's physical layout and started speaking with shop vendors, or people 

walking amund. In agreement with the key informant, we found a neighborhood leader who 

could introduce us to a female head of household to whom 1 explained rny presence in the 

neighborhood. Next step was to select women on the site. This was done by asking the leader 

woman if she knew who her neighbors were and if there were any female-headed households in 

it. In this way. the Street was covered and sornetimes women had knowledge of fernale fnends 

who were heads of household., so we moved to that other Street and continued the same pattern. 



In this way, ten (Villaha) to twenty-tive (Niquitao) wornen were identified 51 the first visit. tn 

tbe following visit to the neigbborhmd the indepth interviews took place. Permission h m  the 

women was needed in order to inciude ha in the simple group. However, in my second visit, I 

couId neither find ai1 women nor werc dl of tbem interested in pursuing a longer conversation. In 

summary. th is  method seerned a neutrai way of avoiding a bias in favor o f  high-profile women. 

The results are then subject to bis i n f d i t y  in the research. In Niquitao, not aU women Living 

in mted rmms aüowed me to inside rhe fnqrtilirraio, thecefore, witti tbe help of an 

ernpIoyee of CORVIDE four inquilinatos were visited in order to determine the living 

conditions of housetiolds Living in these, One Iandlord and one ~andlaby were also intm'ewed. 

AAer introducing and explainhg the aim of the researck women wete asked about their present 

sihiahion regarding their households and house. Interviews followed an open-end& questionnaire 

which in many cases was record&. The interviews were intendecl to identi@ the oppominities 

and conssaints a f f i g  housing efforrs. In addition I took photographs and drew plans and 

sketches of the houses. Plans and fiimiture layout formed an impomt part of the sîucty. At lest 

NO hom were spent in each house to allow enou& t h e  for fiiendy discussions and for 

observing the farnily activities. Women's use of spaces. both inside and outside the house were 

taken into account. Acçess of women ro rducational commercial. religious. lepi and medicd 

institutions in k i r  surroundings were researched and ooted. 

The number of womm to be uiciudcd in the interview process was not decided in advance. In was 

only detennined ihat the i n t e~ews  sbuld inciude women of différent ages, both housing owners 

and tenants. both de fmo and de jure heads of household, in addition ro covering various sïages 

in women's life cycles and various housing situations. Addiaonal interviews and observations 

were held with p r o f ~ o n a i s  and neighborhood social workers and leaders. These contacts were 

required in order to gain access to these neighborhods. but at the same time involved fieldwork 

coiIecting informiion about housing and communal projects. FimaIly, the fact that i am farniliar 

with the city conmbutes to my ability to read and inteq.net the various signs which read 

Of the 20 women househotciers inthewed: 

4 were between 2 1-30 y e m  of age 
4 werebetween 21 and40 years 



7 were between 4 1 and 50 years 
6 were ovn 5 1 years. 

10 were tenants 
4 iived without payhg in a house owned by a reIative 
6 owned k i r  house 

4 iived in Viilatina @eriphery neighbrhood) 
6 lived in Robledo (periphery neighlwrhood) 
10 in Niquitao (central sector) 

8 had temporaq jobs 
6 had permanent employment 
6 were unemployed 

5.1. WOMEN'S HISTORIES 

Nine case studies of the women interviewed will be presented in detail in addition to a brief 

summary of the main findmgs of the 20 women intemiewed in order to illustrate the comparative 

living conditions of these women. The histories are intended to reveaI details of domestic 

arrangements of fernale-headed households. These also explain the histories of these households 

gïving the specific cucumstances which bave led them to be living in the place where they were 

intervieweâ, and they help us understand the social forces which determine women's choices 

about where they live. their housing, and their economic strategies. niree repfesentative histories 

for each neighborhood were selected, in order to revd common elements or differences amonpi 

rhe twenty wornen interviewed. The first three are in V i a ~ a ,  the following three in El Diamante. 

and the last group is in Niquitao. 

Case Study t : Gloria 

Gloria is separated and in her thirties. She has iived in the neighbmood since she was litde. 

.Mer finishing school she got marcid She used to iive in the lower part of the neighborhood 

with her family, and bought a plot in the sector because of this. 'iMy hurbmd and I bought  th^ 

plot and iu shack 18 years ago. Afier fwe or six years. the priest of the communiry made ir rasier 

jor us to acquire some construction muteriuk We started building the exterior walls. and rhen 

stopped for some years when I got sepamted We continued the construction again wirh the ard of 

the priesi but we hcrven 'tfinished it yet " 



Although she is separated, her husband visiîed her fiom t h e  to time, but after a while, she asked 

him to stop visiting her. AAer getting separated she started working. She took courses in 

manufacture, and electronics. She dso studied ceramics painting. But she had to quit to assume 

the responsibilities of her household. She has 7 children between 3 to 18 years old. Her older son, 

who is 18 years old assumed the economic responsibility for the household when his father lefi 

the fmily. He started working as an assistant in a garage wben his father broke an am, and then 

he stayed on, and now works fiill-time, and studies at nights. 

Gloria likes living in the neighborhoocl, although she does not deny that verbal discussions among 

neighbors are the main problern in the area. h addition, she iecasionally panicipated in 

communal activities such as the priest's consmiction p u p ,  and the communal restaurant, but she 

says the residents are not very united now aRer gang problems of the pas t  1.1 c-nnol Save now- 

With my children ut school, there are so many expendiltaes. But if I could do so. I would like to 

extend the house by severai rooms in order to get un inconte fiom tenanfi. '" 

Case Study 2: CARMEN 

" We had a "ranch0 " in another neighborhod but we sold it and came to this part of the cis, 

nvelve years ago. This used to be a s k k  but we 've been upgrading it over the .  " 

At the time of the interview there were nine people living in the house: four children. three youth 

and two aduits. Carmen is in her early sixties and used to live with her oldest son and his family 

in the house. Two years ago her son was killed, and her daughter came to Iive with her. Carmen's 

daughter is the only income generator. She works as a domestic servant in other parts of the city 

so she has to take four buses everyday. In cetuni, Carmen takes we of her two children and the 

rest of the farnily. 

The house has three rooms. One is rised by Carmen's son who is fourteen, his room is the size of 

a bed and has no windows or dwr. The other two m m s  are for the two adult women and 

children. There are no partitions in these two mm. Just a cord where they hang their clothing 

Carmen and her fmily want to build another apariment on top of their house, however they have 

no extra moneY or savings- "fith the money we receive we pay public services, food and 

education fi% our childien. We d o  p q  a funerd insurance. and have no money lefi for other 

th@, so we cannot think of upgrdàig the h e  at the moment. " 



Case Study 3: ROSALBA 

"When I wm mmried I wed ro Iïve in o rented house in Manrique (anadter neighborhm& One 

day, sumeone wenr there offering a plor and n mncho here und my hbad decided ro corne ru 

Vihtina. This tvas nvenry years ago. & t r  since we goi sepamred, he stqed rhere, and I came to 

rhis place," 

She used to [ive in sorneone else's house, looking afler k The ownet also h d  another plot in the 

m Around five years aga the owner's sons were k i i i d  the woman got bord with the 

neighbortiood and went to another neigùborhood. She sold the house, b u  offered her to take the 

plot as hers and she built a mcho with die help of ha son. 

This household is an extended family comprising 8 people living in the rancho. She is in ber 

fomes and lives with her son and his family (wife and two children), her daughter and her son 

and an adopted chiid with mentai problems. Rosalba's daughter works in a caféwria from 

Thursdays to Sundays and she is the ody  fixed incorne-emer. Rodba's son works casuall y in 

the communal restaurant of the neighborhood. Rosalba is illiteratt. She daes not have any job 

skills however she helps deliver things for a neighbohood shop and so complements the family 

mcome. 

5.1.2. El Diamante 

Case Study 4: SAIR 

Sair is in her forries and was born in a rural town but came CO the city 26 years ago. When she got 

separateci she went to Iive to her fdy's house. Today, she Lves with ber two children. two 

brothers and one nephew. Sair tives in the family house while they solve the succession of the 

property. She has five brothers with d o m  she ta share this succession. However. they have 

built one apament for one of her brothers on top of the house, and another smailer apar&nent on 

the basement for ber sister. 

The reasons why this household seerns CO be better-off tban thc rest is that mong the six people 

iiving in i t  five work Sair works once a week as a domestic servanr, her -ter (a cashier in a 

W) and one brother (a cabinet rnaker) work ai permanent jobs and the other brother tias a 

temporaty job. 



This year the kitchen was upgraded. It is very cornfortabte although ventilated indirectly 

through the washing area. By contrast, the bathroom and washing facilities are still very poor. 

The bathmom is srnall and dark, as is the washing area. They also have to use the dining room 

as a bedroom. 

Case Study 5: SOCORRO 

This household comprises three generation of femde-headed households. The woman 

interviewed Iived with her widowed mother? and her single-parent daughter. In addition, 

Socom's son also lives in the house. Socorra, a widowed woman in her sixties, has owned the 

home for 29 years since she arrived from a rural tom. M e n  hm rnother got sick, she brought 

her from her town home and started taking care of her. 

The daughter and son are the sole incomeeamers, howevec, they work at part-time temporary 

emptoyment therefore the income is insuficient to cover expenses. She works at domestic 

service. while he works as a locksmith. The income is complemented with Socorro's pension 

and her work at home of sorne hand-crafts. They also sel1 sodas thraugh the window facing the 

Street. Her son and son-in-law had done some upgrading in the kitchen and bathroom. but she 

still wana to change the cernent floar, finish sorne walIs. and repair the entrance to the patio 

which is one Ievel Iower. 

Case Study 6: CLAUDIA 

Hers became a fernale-headed household only two months ago when she separated h m  her 

husband. She is 23 and used to live in Ebejico (a small town) but came to the city "6ecuuse my 

husbmd worked hem '" She and her husband Iived in a rented house and afier separating, she 

moved to a rented apamnent in a neighborhood where her relatives live. She has two chiidren. 

and she works as a domestic employee for her relatives. Her ex-husband contributes towards the 

children's education. As a result, she has more opportunities to take care of her children and 

work. 

She does not consider going back to her home tom, but wants to do some training in ocder to 

find a better job, but "the c h i k n  me still very lirrle. and 1 c m r  leave them aii rhe rime with 

my relatives. 1 need ujkrible or parr-iirne job so 1 c m  look ufzer my kick " 



5.1.3. Niquitao/ Las Palmas 

Case Saidy 7: ROSALBA (2) 

Rosalba is a widow who lives as a tenant in Niquitao. She is in her fifties and Iives with her four 

sons. She occasionally works ùoning clothing for other women in the neighborhood. While fier 

sons are employed part-time in different informa1 activities such as delivering goods, and 

drivers, they Say they are virtually unemployed. ïhey pay rent to a woman who lives in a 

rniddle-class neighborhood, and have only a verbal conact, They have been living in the 

neighborhwd for 4 years and prefer not to create any social networks. 

She has been sick since she moved to this houe because it is very cold and humid. T'hey are 

planning to move but they cannot find a better place they can afford. The house is very narrow 

and long, and it is illurninated and ventilated only through the entrance dmr and a srnall 

window. 

Case Study 8: PATR[CIA 

This househoLd is. of ail the case studies, the one which is in the worst economic condition. 

Patricia is in her mid thirties, and she is the onty income earner. Although she lives with her 

partner. he has not woked for 5 years. She has six children and is pregnant. Four artend schoot. 

and the ather two stay with her in the dmg expenditure place on the Street. 

She had her first child when she was 17. and quit school for this reason. Since then. she has 

been combining work with domestic chores, but when the household started growing, she could 

no longer stay away h m  home, until her partner lost his employment 5 years ago, and she 

started selling drugs. "In th15 neighborhood. euch person who seils dmg hm a spcific place ro 

do so. T h q f i  if undyou c m o t  move or go to someone else 's place. M y  pluce is in rhe middlr 

of the block su th& is nor good for me 6ecme mosc pople 6uy itfrom rhose on the corners." 

Her relatives play a very weak role in her Ise, She never sees any of her family, and does not 

like to have fiends in the neighbarhood because she thinks there is a Iot of pervasive gossip. 

"Everybody t a h  abou every6ocfy und qumreh ofien break out. " She has been living in the 

neighborhood 19 years, and she has lived in a mom in an Inquilinam for the past twenty days. 

Belore, they a h  Iived in a m m .  They have two beds, and a table where she has a one-burner 



stove, a midl TV, and some clothing. They cornplain their incorne is not nearly enough. 

"Sometimes, we cannot even buy milk for the lirrle children, and lin pregnant. I do not h o w  

what we 're going to do. " 

Case Study 9 LUS AMPAR0 

Luz Amparo has five children, but she only lives with her youngest son who is 11 years old. She 

has Iived in the neighborfiood for 15 years. She used to Iive in a roorn, but five years ago she 

moved to a tweroorn apartment. One roorn is used as a sleeping and living area, and the second 

faces the m e t  and is a srnaIl shop. It is very small, but this is her only source of incorne 

because her other four children do not help her. 

"1 had ro sel1 my stereo in order ro finance the shop. Ir started much smaller, but now ir is 

berter. I've been here fir fwe years now. " The apartment is part of an Inquilinaro house. 

although she has independent services. Moreover, she does not have to pay for services because 

these are covered by the Inquilinato administrator, but the rem is higher than in other places. 

She does not like the apartment, but is resigned to it because she can work and !ive in the same 

place. 



Suwey N. 1 

Name Gloria Isabel Osorio 
Age 3 1-35 
Education High School, other training. 

Structure Household Smgle-parent 
Civil Status Separated 

N. of Members 8 
Head's Occupation Housekeeper 
Working Members I 1 son 
Working Hours Full-the 

Type of Housing House 
Tenure Own 
N. of Rooms 3 + living, kitchen 

Physicaf Conditions 

Structure Walls: brick 
Roof: Asbestos tiles 
Flooa: cement 

Basic Services Power, sewerage, water 
S ~ P P ~ Y -  
Somethes she cooks with 
fuewood. 

Community Participation 
~eighborhood housing group. 
ChiIdren assin to communal restaurant. 

Plan 

Others Lack separate washing and 
laundry facitities. 
Dark WC and kitchen. 
SrnaII patio uncovered, 

Front view of the house 



Survey N. 2 

Name Carmen Lopez 
M e  56+ 
Education Elementary Schwl 

Structure Household Extended 
Civil Status Separated 

N. of Memben 9 
Head's Occupation Housekeeper 
Working Members 1 ! aduIt daughter 
Working Hours Full-tirne 

Community Participation - 

HOUSING INFORMATION 

Type of Housing House 
Tenure Own 
N. of Rooms 3 srnaIl+ living, and 

kitchen 

Physicd Conditions 

Structure Walb: brick 
Roof: adobe tiles 
Floors: cernent 

Basic Services Power, sewerage. water 

Others Lack separate washing and 
laundry facilities. 
Dark WC and kitchen. 
Only source of light is the 
enuance door way. 

Plan Front view of the bouse 



GENEML INFORMATION 

Survey N. 3 Type of Hoasing Ranch 
Tenure Own 
N. of Rooms i 

Name Rosalba Roman 
Age 46-50 
Education Illiterate 

Structure Househotd Extended 
Civil Status Separated 

N. of Members 7 
Head's Occupation Housekeeper 
Working Members 2 I son + daughter 
Working Houn Both part-the 

Communiîy Participation 

Phn 

Physicaf Conditions 

Structure Walls: boards. sheet metal and 
bricks 
Roof: Asbestos tiIes 
Fioor: eanh 

Basic Services Power, sewerage. 
water suppiy is ilIegaI. 

Otbers Lack separate washing and 
laundry facilities. 
WC lacks tank. 
Washing and bathinp are 
uncovered. 

Front view of tbe bouse 



Survey N. 4 

Name Maria Luz Barrera 
b e  3 1-35 
Education Elementary School 

Structure Household Single-parent 
Civil S t a t u  Separated 

N. of Memben 6 
Head's Occupation Housekeeper 
Working Members - kharity, sister pays 

services 
Working Hours - 

Community Participation - 

HOUSING MFORMATION 

Type of Eiousing House 
Tenure Own 
N. of Rooms 7 + kitchen 

Physical Conditions 

Stmcture Walls: prefabncated concrete 
Roof: asbes tiles 
Floors: cernent 

Basic Services Power, sewerage, water 
S ~ P P ~ Y  - 

Othen Lack separate washing and 
laundry facilities. 

Plan 

Front view of the house 



Survey N. 5 

Name Sair Montes 
Age 41-45 
Edueation High School 

Structure Household Extended 
Civil Sfatus Separated 

N. of Members 6 
Head's Occupation Uouekeeper 
Working Members 3 ! daughter. bmther 

and sister 
Working Hours Full-theifufl- 

timeipan-the 

Community Participation - 

HOUSiNC INFORMATION 

Type of Housing Houe 
Tenure Own (succession) 
N. of Rooms 4 + living, kitchen, 

laundry 

Structure Walls: refinished brick 
Roof: concrete slab 
Floon: color cernent tiles 

Basic Services Power, sewerage, water 
~ U P P ~ Y -  

Others Bathing and washing fwiiities 
are not in good condition. 
Srnall bathroorn, no door. 
Dining was arranged as 
sleeping room. 

Plan 

Front view of the bouse 
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CENERAL WFORMATION 

Survey N. 6 

Name Socorro JaramilIo 
Age 3 1-35 
Education Elernenrary School 

Structure Household Extended 
Civil Status Separated 

N. of Members 6 
Head's Occupation Housekeeper 
Workiag Members 2 1 daughter and son 
Working Hours Pm-thidpan-tirne 

Community Participation - 

HOUSMG INFORMATION 

Type of Housing House 
Tenurc Own 
N. of Rooms 3 + living, kitchen, 

laundry 

Structure Walls: refuiished brick 
Roof: concrete slab 
Floors: cernent 

Basic Services Power, sewerage. water 
~ U P P ~ Y .  
Cooks with gas 

Others When it rains, water gets inside the 
house. 
Access to patio rnust be irnproved. 

Plan Front view ofthe house 



CENERAL MFORMATION 

Suwey N. 7 

Name Claudia Marin 
Age 21-25 
Education High School 

Structure Household Single-pmnt 
Civil Status Separated 

N. of Memben 3 
Head's Occupation Domestic employee 
Worlong Members 1 
Working Hours Part- t h e  

Community Participation - 

ROUSiNG INFORMATION 

Type o f  Housing Apamnent 
Tenure Rented 
N. of Rooms 2+ living, kitchen 

Structure Walls: refmished brick 
Roof: Adobe tiles 
Floor, cernent 

Basic Services Power, sewerage and water 
SUPP~Y. 

long open comdor &ing the 
m e t .  

Plan Front new of the house 



Survey N. 8 

Name Ana J. Mejia 
A S  5 1-55 
Education Elementap School 

Structure Household Extended 
Civil Status Separated 

N. of Members 3 
Head's Occupation Housekeeper 
Working Members - / daughter pays 

services, and former 
husband the rent. 

Working Hours 

Community Participation - 

Type of Hoiuing Apamnent 
Tenure Rented 
N. of Rooms 1 + kitchen 

Structure Walls: refinished brick 
Roof: concrete slab 
Floors: cement 

Basic Services Power, sewerage. water 
~ ~ P P I Y  - 

Otbers Lack separate washing and 
~aundr~~facilities. - 
Dark and small WC. 

Plan Front view of the house 



GENERAL INFORMATION 

Survey N. 9 

Name Gloria Estella Betancur 
Age 26-30 
Education High School incomptete 

Structure Household Single-parent 
Civil Status Separated 

N. of Members 3 
Head's Occupation Secreraty 
Working Members 1 
Working Hours Full-time 

Community Participation 

HOUSING MFORMATION 

Type of Housing Apartment 
Tennre Rented 
N. of Roorns 1 + kitchen 

Plysicai Conditions 

Structure Walls: brick 
Roof: Adobe tiles 
Floors: cernent 

Basic Services Power, sewerage, watrr 
~ U P P ~ Y -  

Others Lack separate washing and 
laundry facilities. 
SmaIl kitchen and bathroom. 
Leaking problems when it 

Plan View ofthe access to the house 



Suwey N. 10 

Name Edilma Buritica 
Age 4 1-45 
Education High School 

Structure Household Single-parent 
Civil Status Separated 

N. of Memhen 3 
Head's Occupation Domestic empIoyee 
Working Memben 2 / daughter 
Working Hours Full-time/Pan-tirne 

HOUSMG INFORMATION 

Type of Housing Apamnent 
Tenure Rented 
N. of Rooms 1 srnail +- rcmm for 

kitchen. 

Physical Conditions 

Structure 

Basic Services 

Community Participation - 
Olhers 

Walls: brick 
Roof: adobe tiles 
Floors: cernent 

Power, sewerage. water 
supply. Share service bills 
with owner who lives on the 
second floor. 

Lack separate washing and 
laundry facilities. 
There is no kitchen, and 
washing area is uncovered. 
Lack privacy because she 
shares terrace with owner. 

Plan Front view of the house 



Survey N. 1 1  

Narne Maria 
Age 5 1-55 
Education Illiterate 

Structure Household de facto 
Civil Statu Man-ied 

N. of Mernbers 3 
Head's Occupation Management of  

Inquilinraro 
Working Members 1 / 
Working Hours Full-tirne 

Community Participation - 

Type of Housing Room 
Tenure Rented 
N. of Rooms 2 + kitchen 

Physical Conditions 

Structure Walls: bahareque (earth - 
straw) 
Roof: Asbestos tiles 
Floor: cement 

Basic Services Power, sewerage, and 
water supply. 

Others Lack separate washing and 
laundry facilities. 

View of one mom 

View of the backyard with m m s  



Survey N. 12 

Yame Gloria M&ez 
Age 36-40 
Education High SchooI 

Structure Household Single-parent 
Civil Status Separated 

N. of Members 3 
Head's Occupation Informa1 vendor 
Working Members I/children's father 
pays schooling 
Working Houn Full-tirne 

HOUSING INFORMATION 

Type of Aousùig House 
Tenure Rented 
N. of Rooms 2 + small living, 

dining and kitchen 

Physical Conditions 

Structure Walis: prefabricated concrete 
Roof: asbest tiles 
Floors: cernent 

Basic Services Power, sewenge. water 
S ~ P P ~ Y  + 

Oihers 
Community Participation 

Roorns are very dark despite a 
mal1 interna1 patio. 



ZENERAL INFORMATION 

Xame Rosalba Florez 
hF 51-55 
Education Elernentary School 

Struciure Household Single-parent 
Civil Status W idow 

N. o f  hlem bers 5 
Head's Occupation Irons 
Working Memben 4 1 2 sons 
Working Hours Al14 work part-tirne 

Type of Housing House (long and 
narrow plot) 

Tenure Rented 
N. of Rmms 2 + smdl living, 

kitchen 

Physical Conditions 

Structure Walls: bahareque 
Roof: adobe tiles 
Floors: cernent 

Basic Services Power, sewerage, water 
~ U P P ~ Y  - 

Community Participation Others Very dark and humid (causes 
ilInesses). The only source of 
light and air is the encrance 
door way that rnust keep 
closed for security. 
Uncornfortable WC, placed 
under the stairs to second 
floor. 

Plan 

Tanagement of Inquilintaro Management oF Inqu i l i n t a t~  ' 

Front view of the house 



CENERAL INFORMATION 

Name Lucrecia Ospina 
Age 46-50 
Education Hi* S c h d  incomplete 

Structure Household de facto 
Civil Status married 

N. of Memben 5 + husband who 
Iives in another city. 

Head's Occupation rents a mom 
Workiag Membcrs 1 I husband 
Working H o u n  Part-the 

Community Participation - 

Type of Housing House 
Tenure Rented 
N. of Rooms 2 + living, kitchen. 

patio 

Structure Walls: refmished brick 
without paint 
Roof: adobe tile 
Floors: cernent 

Basic Services Power, sewerage, warer 
~ ~ P P I Y  - 
Cook with gas. 

Otfien Access shared with room renter. 
She is in charge o f  rencing and 
managing the rented m m .  but the 
payrnent goes to her husband's sister. 

Pian Corridor shared between two bouses 



GENERAL INFORMATION 

Suwey N. 15 

Name L i u  Mary Otaivam 
Ag= 41 4 s  
Education EIementary School 

Structure HonsehoId Eirtended 
Civil Statu Separated 

N. o f  Memkrs 4 
Head's Occupation Domestic empbyee 
Working Members 2/brother 
Working Hours Pm-tirnefpan-tirne 

Community Participation - 

Type of Housing House 
Tenurc R e n d  
N. of Rmms 2+ living, kitchen 

Physical Condirions 

Structure WaIls: bahareque 
Roof: Adobe hIes 
Floor: cement 

Basic Services Power, sewerage and water 
~ U P P  IY. 

Otbers The corridor is uncovered. therefore, 
when it rains it wers everything. There 
are also leaking problems in many 
parts of the house. 

Plan Internal Patio 



CENERAL INFORMATION 

Name Patricia S. 
A S  36-40 
Education High School incornplete 

Structure Household deficl0 
Civil Status in common Iaw 

N. of Members 10 
Head's Occupation Drug sale 
Working Members 1 
Working Houn Part-time 

Community Participation 

HOUSING INFORMATION 

Type of Housing Room 
Tenure Rented 
N.ofRooms 1 

Physical Conditions 

Structure Walls: bahareque 
Roof: adobe tiles 
Floors: cement 

ï3asic Services Power, sewerage, water 
supply are shared among 
tenants of the Inquifi~to.  

Others There is no window in the 
m m .  They share rwo 
bathrooms and two laundry 
taps with ali the tenants. She 
cooks inside the room to avoid 
problems in the communal 
kitchen. The mof leaks when 
it tains. 



CENERAL INFORMATION 

Survey N. 17 

Name Luz Arnparo Bustamante 
*ge 41-45 
Educatioa Elementary School incomplete 

Structure Household Single-parent 
Civil Sta tu  Separated 

N. of Members 2 
Head's Occupation Owns small shop 
Working Members 1 
Working Hours Full-the 

Commuaity Participation - 

Type of Housing Room 
Tenure Rented 
N. of Rooms 2 + kitchenette 

Physical Conditions 

Structure Walls: bahareque 
Roof: adobe tik 
Floors: cernent 

Basic Services Power, sewerage, water 
supply, but shc does not pay 
for services. 

Othen lacks separate washing and 
laundry facitities. 
The living and sleeping area 
are dark and bad ventilated 
because the room facing the 
Street is being used as shop. 

Pian View of the shop and kitchen 



CENERAL INFORMATCON 

Survey N. 18 

Name Blanca Nidia 
Age 21-25 
Education Elementary School incomphe 

Structure Household single-pmnt 
Civil Status single 

N. of Members 3 
Head's Occupation shop empIoyee 
Working Members 1 
Working Hours Full-time 

Community Participation - 

Type of Housing Room 
Tenure Rented 
N. of Rooms 1 

Structure Walls: bahareque 
RooE adobe tile 
Floors: cernent 

Basic Services Power, sewerage. water 
~ U P P ~ Y .  

Others The mom has no window. 
Must share laundry and 
bathing facilities with other 
tenants. 
She cooks in her room. 



Survey N. 19 

Name Inocencia Mosquera 
*ge 56+ 
Education EIementary School incomplete 

Structure Household Single-parent 
Ciil Status Widow 

N. of Members 4 
Head's Occupation Charity. begging on 
m e t s  
Working Members i 
Working HOUR 

Community Participation - 

Type of Fiousing Rom 
Tenure Rented 
N. o f  Rooms 1 + kitchenette and 

private bathroom 

Physical Conditions 

Structure WaIls: concrete blocks 
Roof: concrete slab 
Floor: cernent 

Basic Services Power, sewemge and water 
~ U P P ~ Y .  

Others Shares laundry facilities with ocher 
tenans. 
Lives in a government project of 
upgraded InquiIinams. 

Plan 



HOUSING INFORMATION 
GENERAL tNFORMAT1ON 

Name Lut Estella Mariaca 
Me 3 1-35 
Educaiion Elernentary School incomplete 

Structure Household de facto 
Civil Status in cornmon law 

N. of Members 5 +husband that 
cornes and goes 

Head's ûccupation Street vendor of 
consumable goods. 

Working Memkn 1 
Working Hours Part-time 

Community Participation - 

Type of Housing Room 
Tenure Rented 
N. of Rooms 1 +kitchenette and private 
WC. 

Physical Condirions 

Structure Walls: concrete blocks 
Roof: concrete slab (double 
height for possible addition of 
mezzanine). 
Floors: cernent 

Basic Services Power. sewerage. water 
SUPP~Y- 

Others Government project, Shares 
laundry facilities with other 
tenants. 
Her husband wants to move IO 
an Inquilinam room where 
they do not have any type of 
govenunental control. 



An attempt to assess characteristics of femde heads of households in the city tegarding their 

position in the Iife cycle çuffers fiorn weak quantitative data. Survey figures indicate that women 

are, on average, young. Out of the twenty women intervieweci, seven were between 21-35 yean 

of age, another ten were between 36 and 55, and the remaining three were over 56 years of age. 

According to their civil statu, more than half of the women were separateci, while only four were 

widows and one woman was single. ïhree of the twenty were classified as de facto female heads 

of households. 

ïhe dassification of married women as de facto heads of household was difficult because there is 

no absolute criteria to be used. however the classification depended mainly on the women's self- 

presentation. For example, one woman regarded herself as the head of the household because her 

husband had Iived in another city because of his work for years. In matters of daily life she made 

the decisions. She usually received maintenance From her husband so she was becter off than 

many other heads of households. On the contrary, having a husband did not represent a better life 

but another mouth to feed for another de fuclo head of household. ln such cases, the household 

size and composition are very important variables in identifiing household strategies for survivai. 

Haif of the households have on average l e s  than 5 members. The household size is about the 

same for ail age groups, which demonstrates that both young and old wornen fonn similar farnily 

groups. There were no differences between household size and the housing location. [t should be 

noted thar large househo[& with more tlian 6 members were not unusual. The data indicates that 

these large groups are often composed of chifdren as wetl as grandchiIdren. 

The analysis of households composition revealed that female-headed households living in the 

peripheral settiements were more likely to be extendeci. This means that young fernales heading 

househotds would be absorbed within an already established household. [n Villatina, one of the 

households found comprised the mother. head of household, who took care of her daughter's 

children (ah a femde head of household) who in nun worked to sustain the two households. 

Another similar case was found in El Diamante, aithough the members were not living in the 

same houe foming a  uni^ they lived in a multi-storey houe. At the same tirne, in the central 

neighbrhood, no variations were found regarding the s k  of the househoid, but these households 
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were less often extended. Not al1 women have relatives or because of family confIicts they choose 

to fonn their own household, take case of theu children, and elaborate mtegies of survival based 

on theu own income-generating activities. 

Furthemore, the size of the household also depended on the structure of the household. In similar 

proportions, families composed of only the mother and two children, and large families of more 

than five memkrs were found in similar proportions. Though al1 were female-headed 

households, large families in the peripheral neighborhoods resulted mainly from additional 

members. Almost one third of the group were elderly women living in the household with their 

aduit children's families, but in these cases the elderly wornen are regarderi as head of the 

househoid, white large families in the central neighborhood were single-parent household 

composed of the mother and children in her c m .  This seems to conftm social studies showing 

that birth rates have decreased but not at the same level for al1 income groups. The poorer the 

famiIy, the less the birth rate has decreased, therefore, contraception methods have not reached 

these sectors. 

One problem found was the instability of households over the years, mostly as the result of the 

mobility of children. Many extended female-headed households were formed as a temporary 

rneasure of recently separated adult children who move to their mothers' house during shoner or 

longer periods of time. This instability refers to a household living in the same dwelling, since 

there are also economic bonds within larger family groups which do not necessarily live in the 

same dwelling. Such situations include. for example, the case of a woman whose sister helps her 

from tirne to time by paying public services and food and clothing for her children. 

Education levels are very similar for al1 women. Of the 20 interviewed, only one woman had 

finished school. another was cornpletely illiterate, and the rest had studied for some years beiore 

quitting to help their mothers in the household, or due to lack of resosrces. This low level of 

educatian affects their labor participation and economic resources. 



5.3. ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS 

The poverty among these women made their economic activities an important point of analysis. A 

woman who has a household of her own has to work for the nirvival of that household. Each 

women elaborates strategies in order to generate income. 

Based on the interviews, women make economic coniributions in eleven cases. For women the 

commerciat and service sectors of employment dominate, while there is a small percentage of 

women in formal employment. Women's main activities fall under the wide category of informa1 

activities, they are involved in income-generating activities on a very small =ale or even illegal. 

Among the interviewed women, there were four in domestic service, and two worked as street 

vendors of consumable goods (1), and dmgs (1). A funher two worked in a small shop, while the 

rest (3) had more stable employment in offices or as sales people. 

These jobs are characterized by very low wages and instability. Out of the I I women holding a 

job, only 5 were permanent, the rest relied on part-tirne jobs. The most common activity was 

domestic or general services which was taken by 7 women, followed by informal vendors on the 

street. The fact than many women did not hold a job indicates the importance of children and 

additional members of the household as income generators. This means that in many cases the 

provider role is assigned to older children and additional rnembers in these households. It is 

interesting to note that children's paid work is a characteristic of this type of household. 

irrespective of the househdd life cycIe. The opposite may also occur. in rnany cases additional 

memben do not always generate income in the form of wages, but in the form of services, 

perforrning domestic chores, freeing the female head From part of the domestic burden. 

Although some of these households had mernbers in their households who also had incomes, the 

nimber is not remarkable. Only three households had two income earners, and two had more 

than two contributors. The four households remaining teceive support h m  relatives outside their 

households. In addition to the number of household members generating income, the regulvity 

of their employment was also analyzed. The findings reveal that the more income generators. the 

more irteguiar the work of thern. ïhis was the case of a household composed of a woman and 

four young sons where al1 members work at part-the, informal jobs, 



Figure 18 Street Vendors Figure 19 Neighborhd Shops 

The cases studied also show than even within the main goup of female-headed households. the 

stage in life cycle creates differences in a high degree. Consolidated households are better off. 

because at least some children are already participating in the income-generating suategy. 

Expanding households, on the contrary, face greater pressures. Women are the sole eamers and 

have to work hard, either at home or in the labor market which isolates them h m  social 

networks. 

When asked about other forms of income, none of the interviewed wornen answered aff?rmative. 

However, much un-paid productive work is carried out by these women. In some houses where 

they had space for gardening, women were gmwing vegetabies. In one case, a wornûn had hens in 

order to sel1 eggs to some tenants in her propeq. In other cases, srnall çhops were opened in the 

room facing the street. The windows and doon remained closed, but a srnaIl sign indicated the 

availability of sodas. 

ln addition to these e.uamples, work is underîen to improve the living conditions of households 

such as through fie minimizing cf expnditures. Resmhing prices in stores instead of buying 

goods fioni neighban can Save a lot of money. Sewing children's clothing was another strate9 

used in order to Save rnoney. Thouph only one women had received some &~ing in 

dressmaking, women managed to sew for their children. 



Time is also a problem for women who live alone and have to combine income-generating work 

with domestic work and child care. One solution to this conflict is to find a job which can be done 

from home. Three women were found to work at home. Two were trading from their fiont dwr, 

one in the form of a mal1 shop, the other selling clothing inside her house. Engaging children to 

help mothers is another saategy, Daughters assume a great deal of the responsibility for younger 

sibling and for part of the domestic work, such as sweeping and washing. However, the 

consequences of allowing girls to leave school to perform household labor is tremendous: another 

generation of unskilled and illiterate women is produced as a consequence. 

Possession of consumer goods is ofien used as a relative measure of household wealth. and it is 

considered to be reliable. The index here is based on the ownership of a radio, television. 

refngerator, washing machine, and telephone: 

18 had a TV 
13 had a refngerator 
1 1 had a radio 
2 had a washing machine 
4 had a telephond 8 had access to a shared telephone 

This results are similar to those found in a comparative study of possession of consumer goods 

arnong male and femaie-headed households in Medellin (Table 37). 

Table 37 

- - - -- 

Equipment in Female and Male-Headed Households in Medellin 

TV Fan Blender 
Washing 

Refrigentor machine 

Fernales 45% 58% 5% 41% 1% 
Males 64% 79% 10% 61% 10% 

Soutcc. ENOA from SISBEN Medellin, May 1997 

Patterns of consumption remain very similar for these households, except for those who rent. 

Their first priority is to buy food, followed by rent and public services according to the housing 

tenure. The next expenditure is on children's education, but in man? cases they can hardly fiord 

it 

1 O6 



In this section, 1 analyze and describe the housing conditions of the twenty women interviewed. [t 

is organized according to tenure, services, size and materials of the houes and provision of basic 

services and infrastructure. 

5.3.1. Housing Ownershi? f attem 

In this research, almost al1 women lived in rental accommodation or other types of housing other 

than that of ownership. The latter is cornmonly found in peripheral neighborhoods where illegal 

settlements and division of land took place many yean ago, and where women had the 

opportunity to obtain a plot and build their houses over time. Ail four women interviewed in 

Villatina owned their houses. Three of them had bought the ptot with their former husbands, and 

are stiIl in the prbcess of building and upgrading their houses. The fourth woman received the 

plot in payment for al1 the years she had looked after someone else's houe. 

In El Diamante. the ownership pattern was more cornplex. Women were sharing accommodation. 

living in rented apamnents or rent-ke. and others owned their houses. However, it was 

ascertained that those renting were in an earlier stage of their Iife cycle or were small households. 

while those sharing were part of extended households. 

AI1 the women interviewed in Niquitao lived in rented houses. but differences were found in the 

form of rental property: while sorne rented rooms. others could pay for a small house where they 

could enjoy more pnvacy and independence. However, for ail of these women, economic 

constraint and social isolation had impeded their ability CO buy a house or plot. 

5.43. Choice of Residential Location 

Factors such as low renrs and lack of fiousing choice seem to a m t  women to Niquitao. Though 

there is no apparent social interaction through organizations or communal activities, there is a 

tendency to remain in the place which is already familiar to them. 

In the case of Niquitao's women, they were content to Iive there for the numerous facilities they 

found from living so dose to downtown. However, it is important to consider whether these 
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women feel some seme of segregation fiom soçiety that pushes them to these places where they 

can be stigmatized or pointed to as women who rnake ends meet through prostitution and dmg 

selling. The area also houses women who beg on the streets for daily sustenance, and in many 

cases they use their children for this too. 

This neighborhood, then, has a tremendous social problem that brings together in the sarne place 

al1 sorts of illegal activities, and unemployment that does not provide good living standards. but it 

is the only shelter for women who cannot &ord another form of housing. 

Wornen Living in the other two neighborhoods have stayed for many years in the place where they 

have already established ties with the community. They may Iive close to their relatives and 

inherited the property fiom their parents (in the case of El Diamante), or they may have lived in 

the neighborhood since it started (Villatina) 

5.43. Change of Residential Location and its Causes 

Residential mobility is a usefiil indicator of females' adjustment to the neighborhood. It is also 

important to understand their location and mobility pattern, as well as distance, time and cost of 

rnovement to place of work as influential factors in their quaiity of life. 

In the research anly households living in Niquitao had changed esidence over the past years. 

Such residentiaI change did not involve a long-distance rnove, and women generally found their 

accommodation within the same area regardles of the difficulties to access the neighborhood, or 

the several buses they had to take to reach their work places. 

Only one wornan in El Diamante had changed her accommodation because she was starting her 

life as a fernale head of household. She used to Iive in a rented apartment and she rnoved to 

another rented apamnent. close to her relatives. It is aIso important to note that this wornan was 

among the younger in the interviewed women, and had only arrived three years ago from her 

home town, and came to the city with her husband. 

5-44. Construction Materials 

Niquitao and especially Inquilinutos have poor construction materials. Roofs are made of sheet- 

rnetal, straw, and files. Walls are made of "bahareque" (earth and sûaw), and in sorne cases 



bricks; interna1 partitions are made of bricks but also with boards. FIoors are made of cement and 

in a few cases tiling was found. Some homes are better than others, but in general, the houses are 

quite dilapidated. Rmms are dark and poorly ventilated; sometimes the only source of Iight and 

air is the main door which must remain closed to avoid lack of privacy and secuBty problems. 

In Villatina the situation is a little better though it still has poor quality accommodation. Kitchens 

and bathrooms still lack space and devices. Sinks for washing hands and dishes are usually 

absent, and the laundry tub is used for al1 these purposes. In this neighborhood the woman with 

the worst housing conditions was found. Oniy one wall was made of brick and the rest are pieces 

of board, tin and other rnaterials. There are no partitions in the house, and the Bour is earthen. The 

toilet does not have a tank, and there is no sink. only a pipe and a receptacle where they collect 

water for cooking, washing and the toilet. 

Houses in El Diamante present the best conditions. Besides the larger size of plots, these 

dwellings are made of permanent materials and had better finishing. Walls were mostly time 

painted. floors were tiled in some parts, and windows and doors were made of metal. Bathing or 

cooking facilities were in poor condition in most houses though. Bathmoms were small and 

lacked natural ventilation, and oflen lacked sinks. Kitchens lacked storage space and natural 

ventilation and illumination. 

Figure 20 Niquitao Figure 21 El Diamante Figure î2  Niquitao (Bahareque) 



5.4.5. Area and Space 

Availability of space is anoîher m e a m  of the quality of He. Data obtamed through the field 

survcy shows îhat it diffccs among the i6fee neighborhd In El Diamante, haif of women's 

houses were relatively big, owned or shed ,  however as households comprised maay people, 

ovcrcrowded conditions were co~lll~lon, The other halfiived m rented accommodation or lived in 

mit-ûee aparmients. These presented lower levels of ovmwding because households were 

d e r .  

la Viiiatina, housc size was vny  d. ûvercrowded conditions seem to be a common problem 

in this arca. Th- was the case of a family with 9 membcrs living ia a anail k mmed house, 

but the worst conditioas were those of a f h d y  of 8 membas living in a shack of mund 2Ssqm. 

In addition to these conditions, ruoms are used for multiple purposes where lack of privacy and 

Moreover, NiqPitao presents the wotst amditions ngarding spscc since women cent oniy a roam. 

Ovcrcmwding rcaches a maximum l e d  h a c  where up to t a  people live in a nine square meter 

room tbat serves as sleeping, living, d g  and cooking  ara^ For women who am able to rent a 

bigger house, this situation is not as bd, however, the mmgemcat of plots, and deplorable 

condition of the house does not provide good living conditio~~~. 



5.4.6.Basic Facilities 

Though the present research findings reveal that most families have public utilities, some basic 

domestic needs and amenities such as independent cooking and bathing facilities are important 

for cornfortable living. The situation was very similar in the three Settlements: 

In El Diamante most women had al1 services or were on the way to improving them. The case of 

Edilma gives an idea of how these take place: she lives in a rented two-mm aparûnent under 

construction. As she pays the rent, the owner, who lives in the second floor, invests part of this 

money in improving the apartment. Though this "tenace-apartment" is still in a preliminary stage 

ofdevelopment the owner built her a new bathroom with al1 devices. 

Figure 26 Niquitao Figure 27 Villatina Figure 28 El Diamante 

She hopes that he will improve the kitchen because she has to cook on a small table and washes 

the dishes in the laundry sink. This latter is uncovered and causes her a lot of inconvenience. The 

case of Sair is similar. While she has a modem kitchen, her laun* and bathing facilities are still 

very rudimentary . 



Figure 29 Inquilinato 

Figure 32 Villatina 

Figure 30 Villatina 

Figure 33 Villatina 

Figure 31 El Diamante 

Figure 34 Villatina 

These characteristics were also found in Villatina, Wornen here lack separate Laundry and 

washing facilities. Three out of four women Iived in a house without sinks. They al1 used the 

same tub for washing dishes, clothing and hands. The number of people aIso affects the eficiency 

of these basic facilities. One bathroom, usually dark and narrow senring 9 people is inadequate. 

FinaIly, in Niquitao the situation is as difficult as it is in the two other neighborhoods. In the case 

of rented roorns, the situation worsens because it is not only one household sharing bathing, 

washing and cooking facilities, but several households- The physical conditions of these facilities 

are not aiways the bat, and in some cases are cornpletely dilapidated, including cracks in cernent 



floors and walls, leaking roofs, faucets that do not work properly, and lack of privacy when using 

facilities, 

Figure 35 Inquilinato F i r e  37 El Diamante 

Lack of social infrastnicnire is sirnilar in the three senlements, although to differing degrees. 

Niquitao together with Villatina have the won? conditions. The former lack schools, recreational 

parks, health centers and markets. Children and the population in general have to displace more to 

other neighborhoods in order to find these services. Mile  the latter has the same problems in 

addition to the difficulties to access their homes. Although neep narrow sidewalks have been 

added. in case of an emergency or fire, these would not provide easy access. In El Diamante 

conditions are much better but cannot be considered ideal. For example, as one woman 

interviewed, the mal1 recreational park has been transformed into a place for drug interchange. 

when not of murder scenario. 

Figure 38 Children's Park in Niquitao Figure 39 Park in El Diamante 



To conclude this section, two comparative cases are presented in order to find similmities and 

d i f f i e s  between ttiese households' living conditions. Two h o r s  are common for ail women: 

stage in Mie cycle, and household stniciure- The 6rst case relates to two women in their twentia: 

Claudia tives ia El Dbmmte, aod Blanca tives in Niquitao. 

Both are between 21 and 25 years oId They are single-parent households with 2 smaii childrea, 

Claudia works part-time as a domestic exnployee and Blanca works in a neighbohd store. 

Whiie Claudia Iives in a two-room apartment with a Living ma, private barhroom and kitch- 

Blanca iives in an Inquilinaro rom of nine square meters. The room has two becLi, and one mai1 

cable. She c& in the mm, but shares bathing and washing facilities with the other tenants. 

If they have simiiar household composition and are in a similar stage of tife cycle, why do they 

have different housing conditions? In andyzing their civil statu and th& social networks 

considerable differences were found Claudia is separated, while Blanca is single. Claudia's 

former huçband pays for the chiidren's schooling, and her relatives are ber employers. Tberefore, 

she works according to the needs of her schedule and if she has a problem, her relatives assist her. 

Blanca's former partner does not provide any economic suppun for their children. and she does 

not have contact with her relatives. 

These two cases reveal the importance of seeing fernale-headed households in a bmader context. 

Each case is unique, and by including many variables such as civil status and social networks, 

common feahires and differences arise. In the nact wxion the importance of social networks for 

this type of households wiii be expanded on. 

The second case comprishg two extended households hcaded by women is mtended to 

demonsuate the ùnportaace of considering the income per capita factor when anaiyzing these 

households. Rosalba and Sair are women in their mid-forties and Iive in extended households. 

Rodba Iives with ber daughter, her son and his famiiy, and an adopted child. in total they are 7 

people sharing a 3 by 4 plot. Her &@ter is married but bas just separaied h m  ber husband aod 

came to h e  with her mother. She has one young child Rosalba's son used to iive with his ni- 

laws but got bored and came to live at his motfier's house with bis wife, and child. Sair Iives with 

her young son, her daughter. one sister, one brother and his son. They are 6 people m total and 

have live in this way for years. Sair's house has three rooms Living, kitchen and srnaII laundry. 



The dining room is used as a bedroom, and the basement was adapted as a mal1 apartment for 

another sister, and they also built a second h o c  for another brother. 

What makes these women, with similar household structures, have such difference in housing? 

Although Sair's house is an inherited house, she and her family have been able ta buitd more 

rooms and adapt the house for other members of the family over time. However, Rosalba who 

also received the plot as a giR has not been able to upgrade the house, and it remains a ranchh 

with the worst housing conditions among al1 the women interviewed. 

Some difference arises when considering the nurntier of wage-earners rnernbers within these 

households. In the case of RosaIba, her daughter work from ïhursday to Sunday in a cafeteria 

and rem the rest of the week. She has to take four buses everyday to reach the place. Rosalba's 

son does not work. At the time of the interview he had found temporary employment in rhe 

communal restaurant of the neighborhwd. This household, then, has to make ends meet with only 

one salary. which in turn is not very high since the work is not full-the. By contrast, Sair's 

household can count on three salaries. Her daughter works as a cashier, and her brother is a 

cabinet maker. They both have full-time jobs. Sair's sister has a part-tirne job as domestic servant. 

Sair works once a week, and also takes care of her son and nephew. 

tt is important then, to analyze to what extent extended households are a good mategy for 

survival. because it could be that there are ovo ways of looking at them. In Sair's case, having 

more members in her household has improved her living conditions and those of her famiIy. but 

in Rosalba's case, when her chiIdren went back to Iive with her. this made her poorer, and 

therefore, al1 the members of the household have the worst living conditions arnongst ail the 

households interviewed. 

5.5. SOCIAL NETWORKS OR SOCIAL ISOLATION 

Studies of the urban poor have demonstrated the importance of horizontal networks of social 

e ~ c h a n ~ e . ' ~ ~  Households do not act in isolation; close kin, fiends and neighbors provide not only 

emotional suppoq but also important contacts and econornic help. 

'39 G o d e z  de la Rocha, 1994; Chant 1997; Babman, 1984. 



Close and everyday exchange relationships take place in the neighborhood and to a lesser extent. 

InquiIirratos. Mutual favors, along with gossip and quarrels are part of the survival of female- 

headed households. Assistance provided arnong kin is based on a system of reciprociq of help 

and favors of a different nature. 

Social networks, however, are not homogeneous and even. Women's networks contain 

contradictions. On one hand, for an extended household where other family members help with 

either domestic chores or with income, extra han& mean more mouths to feed, but, on the other 

hand. with few relationships and kin, the woman or the household will not enjoy the assistance 

and the advantage which close kin offer. Despite al1 this, in the field survey kin networks were 

found to exist to the same extent as social isolation. 

A network of relatives played an important role among some interviewed women, especially 

elderly women who were dependent on contributions from relatives for their subsistence. 

However, many women are alone with children because of family conflicts and have no contact 

with any related person. This is the case of one woman in Niquitao who lived with her children in 

n room and had no links with her relatives. 

Although the interviewed women in Niquitao agreed they were sociaily isolated and refuse to 

participate in any communal organization, neighborhood networks do exist. Women socialize and 

were found on sidewalks chatting. However, these networks have to be established and 

rnaintained. They require time and permanence in the same place which is not the most common 

feature in this neighborhood. 

Of al1 the women interviewed only one woman participated in neighborhood based organizations. 

This organization had been organized by the priest in the communi~ to help farnilies in 

upgrading their houses. What they did was to work on preparing food. or hand crafts that were to 

be sold by women themselves at a later date. The priest received money from donors, and he had 

aiso taught women how to carnpaign for help from construction and materid distributors. On 

weekends members of the group worked improving houses, next weekend another house, and so 

on. At the time the interview took place many houses had been improved, but the priest had been 

transferred to another setttement. The group was beginning to end. 



My argument is that violence in the country and especiaily in the city bas created a desire to avoid 

contact with neighbors. In this regard, ~ a r l e ~ ' ~ ~  suggests that though "...the levels of violence 

may have a lot to do with the Iack of cornmuni@ interactionu it is also important to bear in mind 

that in the central areas, for example, "people are 0 t h  unable to name a community leader or 

residents' association .... They have the basic services so don't need to carnpaign for 

improvements so much-or if they do have a problem, it's with the landlord of their particular 

building rather than the area as a whole." 

IU> Varley, Ann. E-mail to J. Restrepo. Sept 1999. 



This chapter presents the results of the research undertaken. The chapter is divided into a 

summary of the research and the most relevant findings, and a second part where discussion about 

housing opportunities and reflections for further study that have arisen from this study take place. 

6.1. SUMMARY OF THE RES EARC H 

This study was aimed at investigating how female heads of households in poor settlements 

manage to provide housing and al1 that it comprises in the absence of resources. Various fonns of 

settlements were reviewed and different strategies were identified and documented. Because the 

findings of this study do not correspond to a large sample size, the conclusions must be 

considered careblly. These conclusions may serve to further understand and illustrate how 

housing is being provided for these women. 

Many dificulties were found in the field survey. It is important to note that probably as a 

consequence of the violence in Colombia. it is very dificult to access the neighborhoods where 

this type of housing is common. tt is even more diffïcult to start an informal chat or gain entrance 

into any of these residences, however, assistance to ease access could be found fmm people 

working in the neighborhood. In addition. since rnost residents work at informal jobs, they work 

without any schedule making it impossible to find many residents during the field visits. As well. 

tremendous diversity of household characteristics and conditions also makes an attempt at 

comparison dificult. However, despite the limited range of the study, the data gathered in the 

field study provides common ground to draw some important conclusions: 

i. The first and most revealing finding is that the group of women selected for the study is 

wide enough to embrace many different situations within it. Although this group of women 

share many characteristics, differences may tead to misunderstanding as well as 

contradictory conclusions. 

ii. Many female heads of households were found to fall in the category of tenants in response 

to theu lack of resources. When a femde head of househoId was found to own her house. 



further analysis provided insight in many other reasons leading to ownership that are not 

shared by al1 females in the group. Age, life cycle and mariage statu are some of the 

factors that affect the results. 

iii. Female-headed households tend to be extended, or include other members as an strategy to 

cope with their needs and constraints. Many single mothers are financially unable CO live on 

their own, and "hide" in extended families. Household composition plays an important role 

in providing economic, social and psychological support. How they end up being heads of 

the household is also an interesting area of research which needs to be pursued. 

iv. The "feminization of poverty" is a term that should not be used indiscriminately, as it is in 

some literature. Poverty levels are not always measured by income per capita, but in general 

ternis, and taking into consideration the size of the household many nuclear households are 

found to be poorer than fernale-headed ones. In this regard, the intention is not to deny the 

difficulties that these households face in order to survive, but rather to cal1 attention to 

women who belong to nuclear households. These women rnay be forgotten in Iiterature and 

in policy chat continues to be gender-blind. It is also important to recognize that wornen 

who head households are in rnany cases the primary income-eamers, therefore the 

combination of productive and reproductive roles. proves to be particularly burdensome to 

them. 

v. The houe is a place for social contact. It is important to note that social networks are 

devebped over t h e  and need attention or these will quickly be lost. Women must see one 

another fiequently and assist each other over a number of years to really form these social 

relationships. This is the main reason why many women do not want to move from their 

part of a neighborhood. Neighborhood networks are an important source of support for 

women. They rnay lend each other goods or exchange services for which they nomially 

would have to pay. In addition, they keep informed about the world around them through 

their informa1 visits. Many women were found who were alone either by choice, or because 

they have k e n  stigmatized by society and their families. Women interviewed who were 

facing isolation were found to have more dificulties in taking c m  of children. These 

children were left to fend for themselves during their mother's working hourç. 



vi. Residential location is as important as living conditions for a family's quality of life. It is 

important in determining the household's housing Future since it gives an indication of 

whether families live in areas which are predominantly owner-occupied or in areas where 

renting is more comrnon. This is whether they live in neighborhoods whose residents were 

housed according to need or were families live by choice. The ~ s u l t s  of the research reveai 

that women do not have choice in the selection of a residence type. They rely on rental 

accommodatiori because it is very difficult for them to apply for the credit required for 

home ownership. Moreover, rentd accommodation has both characteristics of being a 

temporary and a more permanent solution for housing families, however for female-headed 

households renting is a permanent housing solution although they do not feel secure and 

avoid many improvements to the house because of the fear of eviction. 

vii. Rented rooms are a housing solution for many women, therefore these need to be included 

by policy makers and the government in their programs. Inquilinatos are a housing solution 

where tegulations could be irnposed to improve living conditions in these houses. As with 

squatter settlernents and self-help construction, this housing option appears as a "solution' 

in the face of the ineficiency of the state to provide the population with adequate housing. 

Even though this is considered an emergency solution to the growing housing deticit, these 

housing types perforrn a social hnction by providing minimum needs in housing.'" This 

market has a role in the provision of rental accommodation and incorne-generating activity. 

particularly in poor sectors, where around 90% of these houses belong to small home 

owners.'" It is more profitable to rent a house by rooms, than to rent it as a single unit to 

one household, since the latter is under state regulation. 

viii. The house is a source of income. A house can enable women to earn income in several 

ways. Small scale trading, textile and electronics manufacturing can base many activities at 

home, and prepare food to be sold in srnaIl markets and shops. Some women use their 

backyards to grow food for household purposes and the rest can be sold (the case of one 

Inqdinato), and still others have a room which in many cases can be tumed into a shop. 

Women are also found as landlords. 

'" CEHAP and CEIS, 1992: 36. 
CEHAP and CEE. 1992: 42 
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Some women have taken to the business of being fandladies either by subletting their own 

fiee moms, or by renting separate uni& but it is undertaken on a smail-scaie. In Niquitao 

one woman was in charge of an Inpilinaro. She did not own the property, but she had sub- 

let a part of the house where she lived in two rooms, and the rest was rented to others. In the 

sarne neighborhd another woman Iived in a twc~households house where she only shared 

the entrance way with the other household. She was in charge of the administration and 

maintenance of both houses. 

Family status is very important to achieve some ownership. An increasing probability of 

ownership results h m  having had a partner, and it is even greater to own home for women 

with few children. At the same time, when low-income women have young children. their 

probability of renting is greatly increased. It is more likely that those whose parents were 

owners are more Iikely to be ownen, than those whose parents rented accommodation.'" 

AAer food, housing is the largest item of poor families expenditure. When incornes decline. 

their food and health budgets suffer, Ieading to malnutrition, and reduced productivity. 

Furthemore, the environmental hazafds of poor shelter, polluted water and inadequate 

sanitrition greatly affect the quatity of life of women as prirnary usen and providers of 

services in the urban context. 

Choice of rental accommodation is always available, but unless the state provides it with 

certain rules to g u m t e e  good living conditions, ownership will always be desirable. This 

was confmed by many interviewed women. When they were asked if they would tike to 

own a house, most of them showed preference for ownership regardless of its location. First 

they spend more time in the house and home conditions are of great concern to them 

because these detennine the time and dificulties in futfilling the+ domestic responsibilities. 

however, they do not usually improve their sumundings if they live in rental 

accommadation. Moceover, women interviewed aIso argued th& if the house belong to 

them they could feei secure, and safety because property ownership is an invatment and an 

exchangeable real-estate chat can be traded with other vaIuabte materials such as  credit 

lu Munro and Smith in Sehal, 1995: 110. 



62. POLICIES AND LGWS 

Female heads of households are protected under law 82-1993 in which poor female-headed 

households take prionty in education, health, housing, and economic development. In the case of 

unemploymenf they should be provided with a food subsidy, 

Another law, 258-1996 "Ley sobre Afectacion a Vivienda Familiar," which is known as the 

double signature law, was cteated tu protect the children and the wifejhusband less favored in 

case of dissolution of marriage. The law requires the signature of both the woman and the man 

when the person who has the title of the house wants to seIl or mortgage it. 

Although these laws were created to protect women, according to Lucy Cardona, in a study in 15 

Colombian citics, it was found that .'a% of houses were entitled to women, 33% to men, and 23 

to both." '* She also found that among married women 29% owned the house, while 42% were 

owned by men, and 29% shared ownership. Women in union own their houses in M%, 20% share 

ownership with their partners, and 33% to men. in this regard, Cardona questions the validity of 

the law 258-1996. in Colombia, many women are economicaily and morally in charge of their 

household, either because of abandonment of their husbanddpartners or because of violence. 

According to Cardona, the law seems to be based on a family mode1 where the father is the 

economic provider for the wife and children. and not for female-headed households. or new 

households formed atler separations. 

Because the Iaw was thought to be supporthg women (less favored), the need of double signature 

is not helping women but creating inequity when applied. [t favors women who are struggling 

against a "machista" husband, but it is a disadvantage for women who have bought their houses 

alone but have not dissolved their former unions. Many women do not take legai procedures to 

end a relationship because it is vev expensive and c m  take around two years to be solved. 

Moreover, women who buy their houses without their husbands/pmers, either because they 

abandoned them long time ago, mipted, or are disappeared have more problems regarding their 

ownership titles. Cardona found that many women decide to share the title with fnends or other 

members of the househoid. Others lie. G r  avoid buying a house. The latter seems to be the most 



cornon  decision in order to avoid al1 the Iegd procedures that have to be undertaken when they 

do not repmsent a "regulaf farnily. 

In conclusion, this law is inopportune because it was created to favor wornen, but female hm& of 

households and singleparent households were not taken into account. It is not effective, and it 

may be limiting women's access to housing. It should be studied closely. 

There are severai strategies for women to access howing: Squatter housing, tenantst strategies. 

ssategies of ownenhip, and improvement stmtegies. Sorne years ago, squatting musr have been a 

good strategy, but today, there is no support and squatting is more difftcuf because sites are 

farther h m  the center, and h m  communications. It is illegal and negatively viewed by 

authorities who now take actions againa squatters. There is also some difficulty for women aione 

to find rime to work, take care of children and have the time to build a house by themselves. 

In rnany women's tives, periods of living as tenants are cornmon. 'The renting of a room is a 

means of handling the situation between the break with a former Iife and tbe more permanent 

arrangements of the future. But it is also used as a means of long-term strategies. Groups of poor 

women with many children, but with few or no supportive relatives, seem unable to end their 

status as tenants, And worse, they feel unable to pay the rent, Some landlords becorne rolerant 

waiting for some months before forcing them to move, therefore their lives seern an endless series 

of moves between rented rooms. The cheapest fom of rented m r n s  is in old houses or 

inquiImucos which present the worst housing conditions in terms of security, overcrowding, and 

standard of room and equiprnent. Nevertheless, renting a m m  can satis@ a wornan's need of a 

home at the time. Further anatysis of these communal houses should be made to determine the 

extent and possibilities of this rype of housing for very poor female-headed households. 

The a h  of most women is to own their own homes, but it is ofken an unattainable aim. 

Homeowners' stratqies are many: 

They had moved in M o r e  they became head of the household. 

They had bought Ï t  h m  their own funds. 

Relatives had provided them with a house. 



They had built or bought it with support from relatives. . They built it themselves. 

Each form of home ownership depends on the household structure and the specific stage in the 

Iife cycle of individual women, therefore every case should be andyzed separately. Some women 

were not headç of households when they obtained their houses, but have now been deserted by 

their husbands, or they could be divorcees or widows who kept the house. 

Moreover, in cases of crisis, the mong ties between relatives corne out and relatives help the 

woman with her reçponsibiiities by mobilizing a substantial labor. Not only relatives. but also 

grown-up children can help. Therefore, the household suddenly cannot be Iooked at as a female- 

headed household, but as a Large family group that works together in order to maintain and invest 

for the Future. In this way, women attain the oppomnity to achieve home ownership. 

The improvement strategy has a special importance since women cannot fiord to buy a large and 

finished house, however, they cm upgrade it linle by Iittie. Women are more conscious of 

features related to the use of the dwelling; they know a lot of irnprovements that could be done to 

facilitate household work. A kitchen and storage space, for example, are a great improvement to 

the working environment for many women, or cement floors rather than earth floors would Iessen 

the time expended on ckaning. 

Recognition of and support for women's rote in the development of human settlements is very 

important. Lack of information is a serious constraint on women's ability ro improve their living 

conditions. Networicing is a process that involves sharing information and knowledge and 

building solidarity. It can be camed out at different levels, between different types of groups and 

organizations and using different types of media. These include acquisition of skills related to 

house construction and infrastnicture, environmental heaIth, d e t y  in neighborhoods, and how to 

provide community facilities such as  day-care centers. Networking aIso helps to build solidarity, 

and empowers women in the promotion of women as agents of change in deveiopment. Thus it is 

well wortb allocating resources in networks. 

The larget family _mup is important as a social network of mutual support between households 

and as a housing strategy. However, there am many households without this support and therefore 



with fewer possibilities to own a house. Lack of access to housing forces women to rely on rental 

accommodation or to stay as dependants within the households of relatives. Moreover, beyond 

those specific needs of female-headed households lie those of community. These include security. 

accessible social and community services, childcare support, better design for residents' actual 

patterns of use, reduced maintenance responsibilities, and the opportunity to interact socially with 

others. ïhere also remains the importance of residents participating in the housing process. 

Housing and urban space have become valuable commodities, and this value arises tiom the 

potential of the house and environment to generate rewards for its owners. Material and 

psychologicai rewards such as shelter, privacy, work space, a sense of identity, personal 

expression, and feelings of community derive as benefits from housing. A cnicial point regarding 

this is how design can make clear distinctions between private and public space. It helps 

determine what should be semi-private, and semi-public. Such a determination shouid include an 

understanding of the various implications for the residents' use and appropriation of the space. 

These implications are basically related to well-established social practices and cultural patterns 

of individual behavior. and social interaction in residential areas. 

The variables affecting housing design are: 

Income groups (Mixed households) 

Densities (The nurnber of people that can be housed in a given area) 

Daylight and Open space (Patio, Garden) 

Services (Cooking, Bathing and Washing facilities) 

Access (Corridors, main entrante, lack of privacy in opposition to a place that could help 

socialization) 

Tenure (Rent, maintenance, cooperative) 

We need to look not onIy to the kinds of possibilities existing, but also towards irnagined 

environments that tend to facilitate the kinds of social and economic relations within which we 

want to Iive. This includes places for informal child care and service, places for creating 

networks, and consumer cooperatives, among others. It is important to see these networks' 

potential as guides on spatial aspects. Perhaps one of the most important of the possibilities is 

that these women can create boundaries between public and private life diierent h m  those we 

know today. Female heads of household have socialized and collectivized many aspects of their 



private lives that can help us create new forms of living. As Fran Klodawsky and Suzanne 

Mackenzie mite "Not oniy do people move through environments, environments themselves 

move and change, and infiuence the ways in which people move, and ultimately, the way people 

change."'" This is the interrelation of public and private spaces in which women work and Iive 

that allow them to improve their living conditions, or restrict their activities. 

. .- 

'IS iüodawsky and Mackenzie, 1987: 3 I . 
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1 Appendu 1 Sample Guidelines Questionnaire 
I 

7. Number and Age olCbildmn 
Survey N. 

8. Have you repeated unions? 

DEMOGRAPHK VARIABLES 

9. Household Type 
Nuclear 
Extended 
Single-parent 
Other 

1. Age 10. Are you sharing your life with someone today? 

2. Civil Siatus 
Single 
Mamied 
In Union 
S e p m e d  
Widow 

3. Soci+economic Stratification 
I 
2 

4. Scholanhip 
Iliiterate 
Elementary School incomplete 
Elementary School 
High School incomplete 
High School 
College 

Other Snidies 

S. Place of Origin 
R d  
Urban other Medellio 

6. Time in the city 
Less than 1 year 
1 t o 3  yeam 
3 to6 years 
More than 6 years 

1 1. Does he work? 

12. Does your husbsndlpartner contribute to the 
family income 
Never 
From tirne to tirne 
Always 

13. How many people you have in charge? 

14. Reasons for being a female head of househotd 
Abandonment 
Widowhood 
Physical limitation of husbandparmer 
Economic inactivity of husbandlparmer 
Other 

EMPLOYMENT VARIABLES 

1. Type of Employment 
Part-the 
Full-time 

Dependent 
Independent 

Formal 
Informal 

2. Reasons why got involved in paid-empioyment 
Abandonment 
Widowhood 
Physical limitation of husbandlparmer 
Economic inactivity of husbandlparmer 
Economic independence 
Economic support of children 
Other 

3. Type of Activity 
Manufacture Clathing 
Food processing 



Hand C d  
Fabric 
Street Vendors 
Stylist 
Prostitution 
Others 

4. Place 
Door-todoor 
Street 
Kiosk 
Small Shops 
Someone else's house 
Home 
Other 

S. Reasons why you selected this activity 
Skilis 
Liked 
Studied 
No choice 
Other 

6. Type of income 
Fixed 
Variable 

7. Other source of income 
Yes/No 

Money 
Goods 

- Ifhaving personal business 

8. How did you get the money 
Savings 
Loans 
G iven 
Other 

9. How many hours a day do you work? 

10. Do you work during day-time bours 
or at night , both? 

II. How long have you been doing tbk? 
Les 12 monrhs 
I? to 24 months 
75 to 36 rnonths 
37 - 
12. Other members working? 
Y M o  
Who 

13. Do you bave access to social security 

14. Expenditure Pnorities 
Food 
Education 
Recreation 
Ctothiag 
Housing 
HeaIth 
Public Services 
Penonai expendinires 
Other 

HOUSMG CONDITIONS 

1. Type of dwelling 
House 
Apamnent 
Room 
Shack 

2. Teoure 
Owned 
Rented 
Own- non paid 
Bonowed 
Looking aAer someone else's house 
Family ownership 

3. Yerrs in the house 

1. Housing Tenure before moving here 
Owned 
Rented 
Own- non paid 
Borrowed 
Looking after someone else's house 
Family owneahip 

5. Wysical Conditions 
Wall materials 
Floor makriab 
Roof materiah 

6. Areas and Space 
Number of moms 
Services and areas shared with other households 
Other use of the house 

7. Number of households per bouse 

8. Who is the owner o f  the property 



9. Who manages the pmperty 

10. T y p  of contnct 
Verbal 
W r i m  

11. How is tbe relationsbip between 
renter-tenant 

12. Sekction and acrepiance of tenants 

13. Motives and frequency of tenanh' 
meetings 

14. Motives and frequency of tenants' 
problems 

DOMESTIC ACTIVITIES AND 
NETWORKS 

1. Who is in charge of domestir chores? 

2. Do these activities are always 
undertaken by tbe same person? 

3. Do you participate in any communal 
activity? 

4. Are you a memkr  oîany orgaaization 
or group in the community? 

5. Do you kriow who your neighbon are? 

6. How olten do you meet your 
neighbors? 

7. Do you interchange any activity with 
them? 

1. Wbat does it mean for you to k the 
head of the househoîâ? 

2. What advantages or disadvantages do 
this represents to p u ?  

3. Are you satisfied witb your living 
conditions 
- House - Neighborhood 

5. Do you have any si te prefetence whcn Ioolting 
for housiog? 

6. What are the aspects you d b l i e  of your 
bouselthe main problems you have with your 
house. 

7. What are the  aspects you like the most? 

8. How do you spead your free time? 

4. Have you considered other type o f  



1 Appendix 2 ûther Fernale He& of Households I 

Characteristics of ûther Female Heads of Howeholds 

Age Ocaipatian 
Numkr ~ e a r s  in Yean in 
Mcmben Neighborhoad HouselRaom Househoid 

Piedad Bedoya 

Mercedes Zapata 

Ofelia Coma 

Ana de J. Graciano 

Cecilia Suaza 

Gloria E. Rojo 

Rosa Cortes 

Ma. Elena Tangarife 

Ma. Ermelina Capia 

Claudia Lozano 

Carmen Gutierrez 

Ma. Ermelina Fiores 

Ma. Isabel Carmona 

C a m n  C. Cepia 

Ma. Mercedes Tamayo 

Ma. Eugenia Ortiz 
Ma. S o w m  Arroyave 

Gloria A Restrepo 

Hilda Puerta 

Amanda Calderon 

Claudia Angel 

Services 

Landlady 

Manufacture 

Trade 

Cigarrets seller 

lron clothing 

Begging 

Dornestic Serv. 

Unemployed 

Cigarrets seller 

Unemployed 

Unemployed 

Cigarrets seller 

Candies seller 

Unemployed 

Prostitution 

Begging 



Appendix 3 Women's Preferred Aspects of their Houses 

-- - -  -- - -- 

Prefered Aspects of the House according to Type, Condiüon and Ownership in Colombia 

House 
Plot-house 
Room 
Apartment 
Another 

Matmffals 

Brick 
Block 
Precarious 
Prefabricated 
Traditional 

% 

ûwmr 

Female 
Men 
00th 
Relative 
Rented 

% 

Ho- Public and Total 
Aü Nothing OwneMp Neghbomacd Construction Social 

SeMces 

Source: Las Mujeres y b Crisis Urbana. 1986 



Appendix 4 Wonxn's Disliked Aspects of their Houses 

Dbliked Aspects of the House According to Type of bwelling, Materials and Ownershlp 
in Colombia 

House 
Plot-house 
Room 
Apartrnent 
Another 

Consirudion and Se- Neighborhood PubL and Social 
senmes 

Matarkk 

Brick 17 28 26 29 
Block 2 1 26 10 43 
Precarious 24 23 15 38 
Prefabricated 34 16 24 26 
Traditional 15 37 7 41 

Homa Owmr 

Female 20 32 15 33 
Men 18 21 26 35 
00th 15 24 27 34 
Relative 22 29 13 36 
Rented 23 27 22 28 

Total 

Source: Las Mujeres y la Crisis Urbana, 1986 



Appendir 5 Monetary and Non-Monetary Resources 

Moneta y and Non-Monehry Resources in a Low-lncome Uiban Famiiy 

Forma1 sector wage - Infoml  Manetary Men in greater proportion than 
sector incorne wmen 

Men in greater proportion than 
Welfare payrnents Monetary and non-mnetary women 

kinshi~ Or neighWmOod Mon=tw and non-mnetav Women in greater proportion 
solidarity than men 

Saving habits Non-mnetary Mainly womn 

Domestic work and affective Non-mnetanl 
support 

Women 

Struggle for basic services Non-monetary Wornen 

Self-construction and building Monetary and non-mnetary Men in greater proportion than 
maintenance wmen 

Communal work in Non-monetary but includes money Men and womn lo the 
construction and cornmunity for an expense account type of organization and acüvity . 
organization recallection 




